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Abstract 
The process of weathering dways influences landscapes. Although 

ciiff int  objects will weather at different rates, aii materials will eventuaily change 

over time. One cannot deny this physicd d i t y  in the built environment. 

However. perceptions of the efiects of weathering may be varied and profound. 

The relationship between people and landscapes (both hurnan built and natural) is 

a complex psychological event. As a topic of interest to landscape architects. the 

effects of physical weathenng on the perception of outdoor places and objects are 

investigated in this practicum. 

This investigation of the perception of w e a t h e ~ g  is focused on the 

cemetery. The study describes the conflicting perceptions of weathered forms in 

the cemetery h m  the perspective of two groups. One group is the bereaved who 

visit the cemetery to m o u  or remember the dead. The second group of visitots is 

called the bystaaders who visit the cemetery, not with the particular intent of 

mouniing or remembering a person btined in the cemetery, but as a place of cuinrral 

interest or atmosphere. This dichotomy of perception in the cemetery is explored 

by extracting criticism and comment h m  literature on the subject of landscape 

architecture, cemeteries and weathering . 
As a contemporaxy exarnple, the case study of the Igualada Cemetery is 

used to describe the intentional allowance of weathering as an expressive quality 

in the design of a cemetery. An appreciation of weathering is found for both the 

bystanders md bereaved. At Igualada, the cemetery is designeci as an expressive 

place for al1 visitors and the process of weathering is an integral part of that 

expression. The investigaiion uncovers a number of positive aspects of the process 

of weathering in the cemetery. The study concludes with a set of insights on 

possible new directions in the design of cemeteries and iandscapes in general. 
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Preamble 
This study is an investigation of the relationships among a collection of 

topics centered around the process of weathering. The purpose of the study is to 

describe these relationships in order to better inforrn landsçape architecnual design. 

Theories are examined and new insights are described. A process of weaving the 

topics together is employed to arrive at a common ground among the subjects of 

weathering. perception. cemetenes and landscape architectural design. By 

introducing and describing the separate topics of wearhering and perception. a 

foundation for the following discussion on cemeteries is laid. A case study of a 

particularfy expressive cemetery design follows to further demonstrate the 

relationships of the previously described topics. Finally, insights are described as 

guides for landscape design as they appiy to cemeteries. weathering and perception. 

The target audience for such a study is the landscape architect. The 

anaiysis of theories and the subsequent insights are meant to aid in the process of 

designing landscapes that include an appreciation for the complex process of 

weathering. This study will be of interest to designers since they may use the 

fo1lowing insights to better inforin their design intents and applications. In order 

to sensitively design culturally significant places. it is important to understand such 

an integral part of the physical environment as wea the~g .  How it affects, not only 

the physical object but also people's psychoIogicd relationship with those objects. 

is of concern. By identifjing the salient issues of the perception of weathering, an 

awareness of the opportunities of experiences and expressions is gained. These 

p ~ c i p l e s  for weathering and landscape architectural theory can form ordering 

systems for design processes. 

Mefhodology 
This study is a descriptive practicum with some prescriptive conclusions. 

It describes the relationship between the fiindamental subjects of weathering and 



perception as they apply to the specific landscape of the cemetery. Yet it is also 

prescriptive because the insights. which are gained h m  the expioration, lead to 

conclusions about the process of design as  it accounts for weathering. perception 

and the context of cemeteries. An investigative methodology was followed to 

explore these subjects and to develop these insights. The study began with an 

investigation of the dichotomy of the perception of weathering, to define the 

research problem. A literature review was the means of identifjhg the salient 

points of the research question- These sources were d y z e d  for evidence by 

seeing how the pmess and conditions of weathering were described in general and 

specific contexts. in particular. articles and books about cemeteries and landscape 

design were c o d t e d .  in place of actuaily visiting the site and speaking with the 

designers. the main t h  was to find evidence of the perceptions of weathering, as 

read in the aiticism of others. 

The study is structureci, first with the general d e f ~ t i o n s  of the separate 

topics, and later the combination of these issues. to demonsrrate how they affect the 

practice of landscape architecture. This is the stnictwe because the study is really 

a woven tape- of seerningly separate ideas that relate to one another under the 

design processes in landscape architecture. The final insights return to general 

issues involveci ~iîh the proces of weathhg and the use of this understanding to 

create landscapes harmonious with naturai processes while stilI maintaining a 

relevance to human needs and perceptions. 
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1. O Introduction 

ln the construction and manipulation of the built world landscape 

architects play a role in the design of many types of outdoor environments. One 

such environrnent is the cemetery. Cemetenes are a special part of Our 

environrnent. They are the final resting places for our dead. They are an 

inevitable part of the landscape. Equally inevitable are the forces of change in 

these landscapes. The forces of climate and hurnan actions are instrumental in 

changing the physical character of those places that are built. In the cemetery. 

the forces of change can have a nurnber of effects. The process of weathering 

can be perceiveci either as  an undesired change or a desired change. 

The purpose of this study is to describe the dichotomy of the differing 

perceptions of weathered form in the cemetery. In particular. the relationship 

between the somewhat opposing perceptions of the bereaved and the bystander 

is explored to reveal specific teactions to weathering. Issues such as perception. 

materiality and expression are used in this exploration of the practice of 

landscape architecture. By describing the conflict between the inevitable 

process of weathering and Canadian culture's generai aversion to it. insights on 

the nature of weathering are gained as an integral aspect of a landscape design 

process. In the end. there are a number of insights into the roIe of weathering in 

the process of landscape architectural design. These are ordering principles for 

the design of landscapes, in particular. the cemetery. 

Definitions 

This first chapter introduces a nurnber of defitions. These topics are 

the separate issues that are combined in the study to show the relationships that 

are pertinent to Iandscape architectural theory and design. At first, the 



definitions may seem separate issues, but the relationships will become evident 

as the study narrows focus to the investigations of cemeteries. The first topic of 

examination is the practice of landscape architecture. 

The study of w e a t h e ~ g  and cemeteries is directly relateci to the 

practice of landscape architecture. Landscape architecture involves the design 

and planning of our extemai built environment. Tt is the naturai discipline h m  

which to question the perception of weathering as a process which affects ou. 

environment. The following is a definition fiom the Canadian Society of 

Landscape Architects: 

The multifaceted profession of Landscape A rchitecrure 

requires practitioners to be skilled in planning, design 

and management. They can provide services such as 

environmencal assessments, feasibility studies, land use 

policy development. and the preparation of pluns for 

site rehabiiitation, reclamarion, heritage conservation. 

parh and open spaces, tourism and recreation 

facilities. habitat creation and urban and garden 

design. .. . Landscape and garden design, the historica l 

cure of the profession, is concerned wirh rhe biophysical analysis of 

outdoor space for the design of residential. commercial. industrial. 

institutional and public areas. It includes deraileci environmental and 

sire analysis, development of design conceprs. and rhe preparation of 

construction plam and drawings. These pluns include the design and 

spec~@cation of landscape features, rrees and plant materials. (hm 

C.S.L.A. web-site copyrighted 1997) 

In other words, landscape design involves the organization of spaces and objects 

to create places of human activity. Cemeteries are one type of place that 

landscape architects design and plan. They are places of 

cultural significance, which need sensitive design befitting 

their special statu5 as spiritual and emotional places. 

As a part of the design of the environment, 

landscape architects are interesteci in the material and formal 

qualities of objects. Since weathering is an inevitable part 

of the environment, it is a factor in the choice of materials 

and the layout and assembly of those materials into a 

designed landscape. Weathering affects both the physicai 

and psychological qualities of these same materials, as any viewer perceives 



them. Landscape architects work with these physical and psychologicai 

qualities of materiais to express ideas in physical form to communicate with the 

peuple experiencing the landscape. 

The second topic of examination is weathering. As a pmcess 

in the Iandscape, weathering is the primary topic of this study. 

Weathering is both a process and a manifestation. it is a process of 

deterioration that affects al1 materiais exposed to some force or 

combination of forces. Rain. wind and sunlight are among the 

elementais that cause weathering of materids. Hurnans also affect 

weathering t h u g h  physical contact and use of objects. Meanwhiie. 

weathering is also the physical manifestation of the same process. 

physical evidence like mst, rounded corners and water stains. More 

descriptive examples of this manifestation may include a cast iron p s t  

that appears to b led with nist or a copper plate panel that ages green 

with corrosion. From these latter examples, it is obvious that there is 

an addition of interpretation involved with one's reaction to the manifestation of 

weathering. Subsequently. weathering affects many different perceptions of such 

transformations of materials. 

To navigate these perceived positive and negative effects, the topic of 

matenality is aiso introduced. Materiality is the relationship between people and 

the materiai objects of the environment. It is apparent that a nurnber of levels of 

interpretation lie behind each individual's understanding of weathering and 

landscape architecture. If i  the ensuing investigation, other issues begin to 

emerge as important and varied. For example. the issues of value. aesthetics and 

interpretation are involved deeply within the attempted objective analysis of 

weathering as pmcess and condition. To address these issues, the topic of 

materiaiity is investigated to icientifi the logical location of these intangible 

issues in the larger topic of weathering as it affects landscape architecture. The 

concept of materiality is the physical and mentd pmess through which each 

person relates to materials. It is a combination of the physical and sensual 

response of our body and our mental understanding of those impressions, bot.  

conscious and subcoascious. It indudes both the understanding and the reaction 

to the environment. One place to find this relationship is in a place that people 

invest more ernotion content than average, such as the cemetery. 

Canadians have numemus, different fimerary practices due to a cuitural 

mosaic that foms Canadian society. This diversity of burial customs has lead to 

a variety of burial places (SIoane 199 1, 1). However, the predorninant form of 



bwid place is the cemetery. c b r i z e d  by erect or flush grave markers and 

the rernains of the deceased buried below the ground. Today, cemeteries have 

standardized plot and monument sizes and forms. The tem 'mernorial park' is 

now used to name the cemetery for the purpose of avoiding the morbid 

connotation of the word 'cemetery' (Sioane 1991, 2). Cemeteries are 

investigated as part of the analysis of weathering because of their significance as 

places of both secular and spiritual qdit ies.  They are landscapes that hold a 

special emotional meaning for people. The burial and interment of the dead 

have specific importance to most cultures as a means of treating the dead and 

expressing remorse and grief at the loss of life. Consequentfy. the physical 

condition of these places is a sensitive issue. Upon close inspection. a cemetery 

is a good location for revealing different perceptions of the same process of 

weathering. 

These definitions are only meant as an introduction to some of the 

topics of this stiidy. They will be described in further detail in the following 

chapters and subsequently combined to dernonstrate the relationships among 

people and landscapes. 

Rationale 

There are two motivations for a snidy on this topic. The primary focus 

is to clarie the general subject of weathering as a process affects human 

landscapes, in particdar. the cemetery. ïhis  study will attempt to uncover 

previously unconsidered information and relationships among the topics of 

weathenng. perception and the cemetery. By 

clari@ing the subject of the cemetery as a place of 

conflicting perceptions. landscape architects can 

develop designs that utilize a k e n  understanding 

of weathering, materiai characteristics and public 

views. This can Iead to rich, expressive places in 

our urban environment. if the pmcess of 

weaîhering is found to have positive aesthetic merit. Making the understanding 

of the conternpomy reaction to weathering explicit wiIl hopefùlly aid the 

landscape architects in their search for relevant and successful designs. 

The second motivation for this research is the exploration of a general 

philosophicd approach to landscape design. The time has corne for landscape 

architects to evaluate the notion of control over the physical constructions that 

they design, If change will indubitabiy occur then it is necessary to work within 



the reah of change. One may fix the leveI of permanence d e s i d  and then 

leave the final "finishing" to the inevitable forces of the environment. By 

working with both durability and change, the initiai intention of the designer 

may have greater success as an enduring or relevant message. It rnay also force 

the identification of what is desired as  a absdutely unchanging aspect of a 

design and what is flexible to change. 

Dimon of the Surdy 

The goal of this study is to discover the merits of weathering in the 

landscape by investigating the process in the context of the cemetery, as a 

physical eiement of the environment and as a percepnial quality. W e a t h e ~ g  

can have many different physical manifestations. A h ,  it can have symbolic 

and narrative quaiities that make landscapes into places rich in meaning and 

possible interpretations. The product of this investigation is a set of insights that 

suggest a design process that includes weathering. The insights will reveal 

stmtegies for the inclusion of weathering as a process to create landscapes 

harmonious with this natural process. 

The primary example of 

weathering in cemetery design is the 

analysis of igualada Cemetery. This 

cemetery is of particular note because of 

its ment  design and construction, as well 

as the designer's use of expression and 

analogy in the design. The design 

provides an example of the dlowance and 

exploitation of the process of weathering 

that other designs ignore. Conc [usions are 

synthesized h m  both the previous citations about weathering and the case 

study. In the end, weathering is describeci in a way that illustrates its 

complimentary effects on some of these landscape foms. These are the 

practicai and theoretical results of the research question. 

For this study, the primary focus is on the materiai aspects of landscape 

design and construction. Landscape objects are built to perform specific tasks. 

People experience and use these objects, such a fences and paved paths, or in the 

case of the cemetery, the grave markm. Moreover, the process and results of 

w e a t h e ~ g  can be an expressive part of a cemetery design, demonstrating 

abstmct ideas such as life, death, mortality and nature. Because weafhering is 



found in aii outdoor places, it is a cue of time and change. In landscape 

architecture, the use of expression through materials and foms is a rneans of 

communicating these a b m  ideas in a physical worid. Weathering can be 

described in a way that illustrates its complimentary effects on the landscape 

foms of the cernetery. Such a description can lead to a wider awareness of, and 

appreciation of, this inevitable process of material change. 



2. O Background 

This study begins with the introduction and description of the 

relationship between weathering and lanâscape architectural features. The 

nature of weathering is describeci as both a process a d  an object. Weathenng is 

identified as it appears in landscapes and landscape architecturai features. 

Subsequentiy the practice of landscape architecture is outlined as it applies to 

the outdoor built environment. A discussion on the nature of materiais and our 

perception of materials (rnateriality) follows. In particular the processes of 

weathering are the focus as they affect the landscapes. From these descriptions, 

one can understand some of the later perceptions of the effects on weathering on 

the buiit environment based on the theory of rnateriality. or in other words. the 

chamter of materials. 

Weathering 

Weathering is an inevitable aspect of the physicai world. 

Environmental and human forces are constantly acting upon the physicd world. 

Eiements such as wind. rai& sunlight, and temperature dl affect the materiai 

world that humans have constnicted. Hurnan activity and indusnial processes 

directly or indirectly affect the objects people build. Consequently. landscape 

architecturai features are an inescapable part of this built environment and the 

process of weathering. By necessity, these f e a m  are in the midst of elementai 

and human forces. Although the materiais used in construction are varieci, they 

are aü afTected in some way by change over time and the forces of w e a t h e ~ g .  



Weadhering as Pr~cess 

Weathering is perceived as both a process that affects change and the 

residue of that process as it is physically manifest. The actions of wind and rain 

are examples of the forces that actively affect material change. ï h e  smooth 

surfaces of old brick are examples of the results of such elemental forces. Both 

can be called weathering, The first part of the description of weathering deals 

with the process. 

Weathering is fundamentaily a process in tirne. It is an action of 

change. Weathering ranges across a number of scales of tirne and space. For 

example. what may seem unaffected by the elements rnay, in façt. be changing 

at a rate well beyond a person's daily or lifetime experience. For example, the 

slow erosion of granite has this resistant quality. Yet. the granite is still in a 

process of change. The impact of precipitation eventually wears the surface 

one-eighth of an inch in one thousand years. Meanwhile. other materials wiI1 

twist. peel and crack h m  one day to the next. It is only a matter of time before 

al1 outdoor objects and places change due to the process of weathering. 

. . . Imagine a cup of warer falling off a table and breaking into pieces on 

the floor. v y o u  tahz a film of this, you c m  easily tell whether ir is 

being run forward or backward Ifyou run it backward you will see 

the pieces suddenly gather themselves togerher 08 the floor and jump 

back to form a whole cup on the table. You can tell t h  the film is 

being run backward because rhis kind of behavior is nevw observed in 

ordinur)l lijk if were. crockery manufacturers would go out of 

business. 

The explana tion thar is usllolly given as to why we don 'r see broken 

cups gurhering themselves together o f  the jloor and jumping back onro 

the table is that it is forbidden by the second l m  of thermodynamics. 

This says rhar in any closed sysrem disorder, or entropy, always 

increases with rime. In other words. it is a form of Murphy's law: 

Things always tend to go wrong! An intact cup on the table is a state of 

high order, but a broken cup on the floor is a disordered srare. 

(Hawking 1988, 144) 

Stephen Hawking discusses the nature of tirne. Time is a progression 

of events inherent in the universe. As a dimension, tune encornpasses al1 

"things" in out daity experience. No physicd object escapes its influence. The 

previous quotation is a simple mode1 of the universe because nothing in our built 

environment is a t d y  closed system. Yet it does explain the tendency of 



materiais to fall into disorder contrary to human actions to create order (i.e. 

build). 

No matter how one views it, whether h m  the view of theoretical 

physics or a philosophical view of everyday experience. the process of change 

and its resultant disorder is undeniable. Entropy is the irreversible tendency of a 

system. including the universe, toward increasing disorder. Left to itseIf, the 

system will continue to increase its disorderly state (Hawking 1988, 102). 

Counterbalanced with this tendency of disorder is the action of life. Creation is 

the opposite of disorder. It is the other haif of the description of change. For 

example, biotic reproduction is one such process that orders the physical 

materials of the universe. Another process is the activity of humans to build and 

modifj the landscape. There is a human impulse to counteract this disorder by 

fonning and building our local environment. Thus, we find the threshold of 

conflict between the built and the ment of change. In this threshold. we fmd 

weathering . 
Entropy and chaos are both curent topics in scientific research. Chaos 

theory represents a field of study in the scientific community that investigates 

complex systems of behavior. which do not appear to follow an orderly pattern 

of activity. Such notions as non-linearïty and fracta1 patterns are the Ianguages 

of chaos. By understanding the levels of complexity in a set circumstance 

scientists are forced to accept the unpredictability of an process, be it the swirls 

of fluids in turbulence or. with my specific topic. the changine of material 

qualities under environmental forces (Gleick 1987). If one understands 

weathering as a complex system of physical behavior and forces, one mus 

forget the notion of accounting for ail the possible variables. 

ï h e  issue of mins can demonstrate not just the physical but also the 

psychological quaiities of the effects of t h e  on oui. built environment. Florence 

Hetzler in "Causality: Ruin T h e  and Ruins" remarks that nrins have theu own 

tirne, place, space and lives. Ruin tirne exists as a much larger scale than that of 

the everyday; the tune of the newly built, the time of built, the time of the 

ruinaiion, the t h e  of the ruin inhabited by plants and animals, the tune of the 

whole cosmos as the ruin fades to nothing. in essence, 'rime is the intrinsic 

cause of a ruin as a niin"(HetAer 1988, 51). Further, it is t h e  that unites the 

elements that make ruins, beyond the pace of human history, environmental 

t h e ,  biological time, geological the. nie time scaie has shified. No longer are 

the participants locked into ciicking watches and buzzing aiarms. Ttie 

complexity of a human's experience of tirne is reveded with these issues of 



scaie. It is not simply a linear progression that is metered and easily measured. 

Time is dynamic in human experience. It cm be cyclicd or random as weIl as 

sequentid in our minds. Memory and mourning are experiences which combine 

the past the present and the future into the perceptions of the moment. Tirne 

involves not jus the measurements of a clock, but also the remembered past and 

the anticipations of îhe füture. The reaction of the physical environment to the 

passing of time is no less complicated. Ruins are only one example of tandscape 

features that are weathered to a noticeable d e p .  But comrnon to ail these 

features is the progression of time. Time is the overall unifjing element in dl 

things built and weathered: the general, unavoidable bearer of change. 

Manihtations of Weathering 

Weathering is also an object. It is the resuiting physical evidence of the 

process of environmental and human forces as they affect materials. Depending 

on the material, the manifestation of weathering will Vary. The structure of the 

material. the finish of the surface and the magnitude of the force will al1 

combine to cause an infinite variety of changes. Elemental forces combine to 

alter the appearance, form and nature of a material. The alteration can be a 

slight modification of appearance or a fundamentai breakdown in form. 

The manifestations of weathering are as 

varied as the materials and forces acting upon them. 

R u t ,  corrosion. stains. rnelting, erosion, patinas. rot. 

fading, peeling, al1 appear in the designecf landscape. 

Evidence of cracking, disintegration, delamination, 

wearing, abrasion, discoloration, bunillig. dissolution, 

and warping are found in our everyday world- These 

manifestations can be aiso organic in nature such as 

rots, stains, mildews, or inorganic such as erosion. 

hgmentation, oxidation, or corrosion. The consequences of some decay range 

h m  impact on other materials (staining, sedimentation. and accelerated decay 

tfirough chemical reaction) to stmctural failure of the decayed material itself. 

Although this is not a cornprehensive listing of ail the manifestations and agents 

of weathering, it may serve as an appropriate illustration of the physical pmcess 

of weathering. 

The manifestation of weathering is a fiction of the material 

composition of the O bject. Materials have di fferent pmperties that distinguish 

them h m  one another. Surface nnish and internai stmcture of the solid both 



contribute to the materiai's reaction to the weathering forces acting upon it. The 

stmcture of a material will determine its qualities. Whether porous or dense, 

rigid or maileable, sofi or hard the forces acting upon the materiai must contend 

with the resistance to change. The chemical composition is fundamental to the 

nature of the materiai. How it is put together on a molecular scde will 

determine its chamctenstics on a human scde. Some stones such as granite and 

obsidian have very strong atomic structure. They are more durable under the 

stresses of the elements than other stones like limestone and made.  Both 

limestone and marble are porous and l e s  solid than granite. They are 

susceptible to emsion and cracking because the chemical bonds are not as 

strong. 

Similarly. the exterior finish will also affect the resistance. As the 

majority of weathering occurs on the surface of the material. heightened 

resistance to change is ofien added to materials such as hardenine, smoothing or 

giazuig. The relative texture of the materid will also contribute to resistance (or 

susceptibility) to weathering. For example. if the texture of a materiai is coarse, 

it will be prone to weathering by impact caused by precipitation. It rnay also 

allow the deposition of sediments or retention of moisture in micro-locations on 

the surface. To return to the example of stones, some surfaces are smoothed to 

firrther resist the effects of erosion from precipitation, 

As stated earlier, some materials weather faster or more easily than 

others. For example. untreated iron will rust within hours. while granite will 

barely show erosion over the space of one thousand years. The time of decay 

may be in scale with day to day life or it may be well beyond one's life span, 

and thus, not directiy encountered by the individual. The nature of the decay 

may be beyond our normal spatial experience when it is too smdl a change to 

observe. The scientific principle of self-similarity addresses these issues of 

scale and different rates of change. Self-similarity refers to the fact chat the 

complex relationship of material change occurs symmetrically across scale of 

d ierent  magnitudes (Gleick 1987, 103). For example, granite and limestone 

wiii both weather. However, there is a different s a l e  of time applied to the 

length of the proces. As previously stateà, the granite wili change very slowly 

due to it's greater durability while lirnestone is more prone to weathering due to 

it's porous material qualities. Another self-similarity is evident in the sizes of 

places. A material will weather on a microscopie level. A whole landscape will 

also weather, but at a rnuch Iarger scaie. The similarity is observed in the 

patterns fonned by the agents of weather, the serpentine lines of erosion and the 



roundiig of edges. The patterns and effects are shared by both the ridges of 

limestone blocks and the fonns of the range of rnountains h m  which they 

came. The various manifestations and magnitudes of tirne and size must be 

considered when understanding the complexity of weathering as a process. 

Agents of Westhering 

Weathering wouid not occur if not for the action of physical forces. 

Generally, the forces acting upon materials can be divided into nanual forces 

and human forces. For the most part. weathering is a naturaily occurring 

process. It is an integrai part of environmental processes such as the p w t h  of 

vegetation. the flow of water and the movement ~f air (Hough 1995). It is an 

unavoidable aspect of the environment in which al1 people live. It is both an 

abiotic and a biotic process. W e a t h e ~ g  can be a resuIt of the activities of 

micmrganisrns digesting inanimate materials or it can be a result of inanimate 

forces afTecting the d a c e  of a materiai. As Simpson & Horrobin (1970) 

summarize in The Weatherinsz and Performance of Building Materials, 

weathering is a combination of such interaction variables as surface geometry, 

Al1 these naturally occurring factors contribute to change objects and the 

environments they compose. Although human activities are also a part of the 

weathering of objects, the climatic forces natural forces will be discussed first. 

Climatic forces are the primary agents of weathering. They are the 

ornnipresent factors of the atmosphere with which al1 outdoor objects must 

contend. The actions of temperature. precipitation. wind and the combined 

action of al1 three will weather landscape architectural feams.  Temperature 

has the efTect of expanding and contracting the materiai at the rnolecular level. 

The ambient air temperature is not the only agent of diffetentid heating. 

Sunlight, adjacent materials and air currents may contribute to affect the 

immediate temperature of the material. Because of dimensional changes, a 

material may crack or deform. AI%, one cannot forget the actions of chernical. 

ultra-violet radiation, and earth movement as climatic factors. Precipitation can 

dissolve particles of a materiai in a chemical reaction. Ultra-violet radiation 

h m  the sun can dso chemically alter the composition, and the~fore, the 



strength or form of the materiais. The movement of the earth due to h s t  

heaving and other moisture related shifüng can change a material's form on 

either the micro-scale or as a whole. By shifting the foundation of a wall, h s t  

will cause cracking to occur. 

Precipitation weathers a material by inBuence upon surfaces and 

depositing airborne sediments and chemicds. An extended period of rain may 

slowly weather the most resistant materiai. The chernicd composition of the 

min can contribute eroding or modiQing a surface. Acidity in the solution can 

c o d e  limestone and sandstone, changing the materiai's intemai adhesion. 

Even the simple moisturp of pure water will contribute to a pmcess of oxidation 

for many metals. c h g i n g  the surface color and texture. Dissolved minerals in 

the rain may also be left as a residue on a surface after the rain has drained away 

or evaporated. Finally, the material eroded by the moisture or the minerais 

leached out of a material may travel down a surface. thus Ieaving a stain. Wind 

changes rnateriais in conjunction witb precipitation and temperature. 'Ihe 

movement of air will increase the amount of impact of rain or it wi1l 

signi ficantl y decrease the hunediate temperature of a materid surface. 

Matenals are dso subject to the actions of humans. both intentional and 

accidental. As far as landscape architecture is concerned. features are designeci 

and constmcted primarily for hurnan use. The features must react favorably to 

use, responding to Wear and tear. In the course of use, landscape features are 

weathered by the impacts of friction, fragmentation and vandalism: al1 at the 

han& of humans. Wallùng and sining may seem the most benign impact. 

However, even simple. low impact actions of people on landscape features will 

eventually weather a material's surface. The oil fiom an individual's hand, the 

abrasive action of shoes and clothing, the resting of other hard objects; al1 can 

eventually Wear the hardes stone. Wood decking discolors and wears in the 

path most traveled. Bricks Wear and corners round under the impact of shoes. 

Metal rails and benches discolor and corrode h m  the hands of pedestrians. 

How a materid responds to these actions is a question of its properties. 

Yet, these benign forces are not the only human causes of the 

manifestations of weathering. For example, the defacing of tombs and 

monuments in cemeteries is of particular note. At the Père Lachaise Cemetery, 

in Paris, the whole cemetery is Nled with graffiti relating to the burial plot of 

musician Jim Morrison. Not only is graffiti wearing away the monuments, but 

the act of removing graffiti by sanci-blasting the stone may do the most damage 



of dl .  Deterioration because of human use is as inevitable as  the elements for 

most landscape architectural features. Ody the most precious, and therefore 

guarded, fatures can avoid this aspect of weathering- They have been removed 

h m  the forces of decay. OveraI1. the total process is one of weathering. 

smoothing the corners of monuments, and wearing away the details of these 

iandscape objects. 

In the environment, the elements almost never work alone on the 

weathering of rnaterials. in combination, they can have a smng affect on even 

the most resilient materials. A combination of decreasing temperature and 

ambient moisture will mate  a East condition where the moisture freezes, 

expands and exerts static force on the local area of the materid. Results of h s t  

action include cracking, flaking and shifting of the overall object. Acid min is 

both a human and a climate compounded agent of weathering. It is a result of 

airborne chemicals trapped by the atmospheric moisture to form precipitation 

that acts as an acid to erode and dissoIve materials. Human activity such as the 

buniing of fossil fiels contributes to the airborne chemicd d m .  The normal 

clirnatic cycle of moisture and precipitation add the vehicle and medium for 

these corrosive chemicals. 

Weathering is hth a pmess  and a manifestation. It has many effects 

on the material world. Its variety of materializations is as varied as  the forces of 

change and the types of materials in the world. The rnyriad faces of weathering 

can only be sampkd and not fully descnbed. its visual manifestation may be 

isolated to one particular object or a bianket of wom surfaces in a place. In ail. 

its actions of change have bearing on the landscape. 

Relationship to Landscape Architecture 

Weathering is an integral part of the practice of landscape architecture. 

Landscape architects are responsible for shaping the outdoor environment to 

provide places and objects for human needs and environmental requirements. 

As such, iandscape architects have appreciated the need to understand the 

environment in which they work. In the opening editorial to a special issue of 

Lamiscape Journal (regarding nature, fonn and meaning), Anne Whiston Spirn 

summaries the reiationship between people and the Iand a s  well as the desire to 

change the environment. 

The arrfirl shaping of the landscape to serve human purposes ut 

whatever scale, fiom rhe garden to the region, entails an understanding 

of the human and the natural worlds. in both an empirical and a 



metaphysical sense... The concern for mure  thut is at the core of 

landscape architecture yieldr a sense for temporal and spatial scales 

that distinguishes it fiom related $el& The l a d c a p e  ... is 

contirnous. linRed to other distant lanbcapes by the movement of air. 

emth. water and living organisms, including humam. ïhe lundscape is 

also dynamic. evolving continually in time. Unless a lanhcape design 

is comprised of inerr materiuls, it is thus never complete. but continues 

to change perceptibly monlh by month. yem by p a r .  (Whiston Spim 

1988. ii) 

Weathering uid the other aspects of the natural world are at the heart of the 

materials and processes that a landscape architect uses in the shaping of the land. 

Recognition of the dynamic quality of the landscape is important in the choices 

made in designing places. 

Since Iandscape architecture is the design and planning of the extenial 

built environment, the f e a w  that are part of the overall design can be many 

and varied. To manipulate the land and to provide for the activities of 

people, landscape architects create a a m b e r  of conditions. O bjects 

need to be placed to order movement, limit access or provide safety. 

Paved surfaces are laid, walis are positioned, and rails are erected. al1 

to Mfill a necessary task. Wooden fences, masonry wdls, and metal 

rails provide vertical bamers to movement. Field stone blocks, 

concrete pavers and asphalt guide the footsteps of pedestrian. 

Benches, tables, phnters. ahors and fountains provide those specific 

functions as well as the visual interest to fil1 areas we like to fkquent. 

Due to their positionhg in the path of human use and 

elementai forces, landscape feahires weather. DifTerent materials will 

change in ciiffirent ways over time. In the context of landscape 

fatures, the type, fünction and placement of the feature will aiso 

detennine the amount and type of weathering incurred. The environment. the 

hurnan use, the design and detailing of the feature and the workrnanship of the 

construction of the feature will al1 detennine the amount and nature of the 

weathering of the feature (Simpson & Horrobin 1970. 16). Al1 combine to 

determine the Ievel of performance necessary for durable landscape fatures. 

Patamount in the durability of the object is of course the materiai that is used. 

There is a wide range of materiais that are used in the construction of 

landscape architecturai features. Among the organic materials are wood and 

wood pducts .  Wood in this environment may be treated with anti-rot 



chernicals or it rnay be letl untreated, thus relying on its natural resistance to 

moisture and other biological agents of decay. Meanwhile. Stone, metal and 

plastic materials may represent the inorganic materiais. Concrete and brick are 

among the most common materials used in paving sitrfaces. Steel is used for the 

construction of structural hmes. Plastics are readily apparent in prefabricated 

objects such as firniishings and si gnage. 

Yet. the discussion on material does not end with a listing of each type. 

There are aiso the hishes and surface matments to the materials. From 

gdvanizing metais to painting wood, the treatments of the surfaces oflen 

preserve the material, and thus, to retard the effects of weathering. Paints and 

varnishes are examples of these. There are even treatrnents that can further 

sangthen a materiai's overall structure. not only its surface. They are al1 

subject to the exterior elements; weather, temperature, and human interaction. 

No matter what the materials or finishes. they dl change over time. From 

granite wearing at one-eighth of an inch every thousand years to paint peeling 

within a week weathering is a process that cannot be denied. 

This is by no means an exhaustive list of materiais. it is, however, an 

indication of the possible choices that landscape architects and other designers 

must make. Each matenal has unique qualities. Sorne react wefl to the actions 

of the environment. Others do not respond so well to the forces of weathering. 

The point here is not to identiQ each material and its charactenstics, but to note 

the breadth and variety of materials that are used in the construction of our built 

environment. 

Perception and Materiality 

There are other implications to this weathering process beyond the 

physical change of materiais. As unavoidable as change is, so too are the human 

reactions to it. As humans, we al1 react to the environment in our midst. 

Whether intentionally fonned or simply arrived at, the environment we navigate 

affects our perceptions. Physical qualities, social conventions and cultural 

beliefs ail contribute to the perception of al1 manifestations of objects and 

spaces. In turn, our perceptions guide our actions in the environment. The 

changes that weathering causes in the built envirorunent have implications both 

physical and mentai. Although some changes are so minute as  to not be noticed, 

those that are noted are sources of interpretation on the part of the observer. 

Specific to weathering and landscape architecture, experience as a whole forms 

an individual's interpretation of an object as  good, baà, or without vaiue. 



Lnterpretation of the qualities of objects and spaces can best be 

understood through a general description of perception. Perception is a human's 

experience with the surroundiig environment, Perception includes aU ranges of 

sensory receptiodreaction and mental interpretation needed to navigate the 

world of form and space. Specifically, evidence of weathering in the built 

environment evokes varied responses due to the infinite mixture of sensual, 

fùnctional and abstract responses by each individual. 

There is evidence for the inchsion of h e  topic of human perception 

and experience in the core of landscape architecd theory. James Comer 

States that the portrayai of rneaning in the landscape fonns and spaces that 

architects create is grounded in our experience of these sarne forms and 

materials, and thus, must be considered: 

The lamkcape is rherejore the setting of our lives. the sensual- 

inrellectual perception of which constitures meaning and value. By 

extension. things and places can be properly understood only through 

neamess and intimacy, through bodily participation. A theory and 

practice that simultaneously emerges fiom and engages in rhis realm of 

perception is rherefore qualitatively d@erenrfiom the application of a 

priori conceprual orders.. . (Comer 1 99 1. 1 27)- 

The recognition of human experience is a better and reasonable guide to 

landscape designs, not only geornetric ordering principles that do not relate to 

human scale, but also the inclusion of sensual connections with the physical 

world. Although nurnbers and geometry are pnmaq tools for human ordering 

of the cosmos, contemporary hard edge abstractions lack the physical appeaI of 

place. substituting intellectual complexity of form and composition. 

Perception is neither solely a physical process nor a mental one. It is a 

combination of both, a complex layering of sensuai and intellectual experiences. 

Interpretation, based on learned knowledge, is also applied to these experiences 

to fil1 out the understanding of an event, place or object. Perception guides our 

responses to the material world. People relate to, understand and assign value 

and meaning to objects by the rneans of perception. To describe the topic of 

perception and the application to landscape architecture. one example of a 

theory of perception is forwarded by Robert Thayer, in "Three Dimensions of 

the Technology in the American Landscape" (1992). The author discusses 

perception h m  the perspective of the impact of techology on ou .  experience 

of the Iandscape. His description of perception can be applied to the discussion 

of w e a t h e ~ g  just as well. 



Thayer puts forward the idea that meaning is in the mind of the 

observer, yet the observer acts as though meaning resides in the environment. 

For example, a person will see a sign as a physical object but in the min& it is 

perceived that the object also has meaning. However, the sign does not actuaily 

hold any inherent meaning. That meaning is in the mind of the petson who is 

looking at it, applying meaning to the visual image h t  is sensed (Thayer 1994, 

105). The distinction is this: is an object inherentiy ugly because of some 

physicd pattern or characteristic, or does it trigger a set of cultural beliefs in the 

observer? Obviously it may be partly both. a physical and a mental response to 

the object. 

Thayer divides this theory of iandscape experience into three general 

dimensions: perceptual; functionai; and syrnbolic. The perceptual dimension is 

the experience of Iandscape as received by the human senses. Patterns of light 

and shadow. smells and texture are within his perceptual dimension of landscape 

experience. The second dimension is the functional level of experience. 

Landscapes recognized by their firnction or clear capacity for human use are 

identified in this dimension. For example. benches, bridges and automobiles are 

experienced by each observer as objects, present for a specific and clear 

purpose. Thayer's third dimension is the symbolic level of experience. 

Landscapes represent abstract concepts or vaiues. not automatically expressed in 

their form. but experienced by people. Most forms of art are dependent upon 

this dimension as much as the other two dimensions. 

To understand our common reactions to weathering, the symbolic 

aspect of perception is of particular note. Here we tlnd the systems of d u e  we 

apply to the condition of environments and objects. We find our lemed. social 

response of disgust or delight in such things as ruins or other weathered objects. 

The accumulateci leamed experience of each person will inform the 

interpretation of an experience. By applying a set of values and beliefs to a 

physicai and social experience, one may understand aspects of an object such as  

its origin, its potential for danger or its monetary worth. Such refined behavior 

seerns to be solely the realm of humans. As our contemporary society becomes 

more complex through technology and economics, these abstract systems of 

understanding become more and more important in each person's reiationship 

with the phenomenaî world. 

A closer look at Thayer's thtee dimensions is pertinent to the 

discussion of the perception of weathering. On a base level of reaction such as 

sensual experience. humans react to the physicai aspects of an object. Diane 



Ackerman, in A Nanuai Historv of the Senses catalogues the world of our 

sensory perceptions. This book cm o d y  begin to describe just how rich the 

world is to people. as sentient beings. 

We l i k  to think thut we arejinely evolved creatures, in s u i t d - r i e  or 

panvhose-unïi-chemise. who live many millennia and mental detours 

away fiom the cave, but that's not something our bodies are convinced 

oJ.,we still perceive the world in al1 ils gushing beau& and terror, 

right on our pulses. There is no ocher way .-.[We] must try to 

understand rhe senses-how they evolved how they can be exiended. 

what rheir Zimits are. to which ones we have attached taboos. and whar 

they can teach us about the ravishing world we have the privilege r,- 

inhabit. (Ackemian 1990, xviii) 

Our five senses give us a p i m  of the world, every waking momenf allowing 

us to interact with our environment. Without the senses, we are Iirnited in our 

response to the world. We dso experience the world in varying degrees of 

richness and intensity. 

Weathering rnay indeed be an addition to the overall sensual experience 

of an object or place. By changing the material enough to fonn patterns of Wear 

or other deterioration. weathering 'constructs' a finish. The qualities of 

weathered material stimulate our senses. the feel, and appearance of an eroded 

landscape fearure may add richness to our immediate environment. This is 

obviously a beneficial aspect to our daily experience. The sensual qualities of 

materials are of concern here. Feelings. sounds, and appearances reveal the 

landscape feature to the individual. It is a connection between the human and 

the object. The location, size, orientation. and time of day affect a person's 

experience of an object. Other perceptions are received via the texture, pattern, 

color and fom of the object. One relates to not only the implicit qualities of the 

object, but also to the effects that object may have on its surroundhg space or 

other objects. A landscape feature may make the wind whistie or cast a shadow 

on a pathway. In the perception of weathering, a person rems to the patterns of 

Iight and shadow piaying across rough wom surfaces. One sees and feels 

patterns of stain or erosion on sdaces.  individuals can smell or hear the 

material changing as water or wind wears away surfaces and corners. Al1 such 

environmental qualities lead the conscious rnind to experience the environment 

is this compiex, sensuai manner. 

On the function levei of perception, to follow Thayer's three 

dimensions, one's perception goes beyond the physicaVsensua1 perception by 



incorporating rational thought. In terms of weathering, the functional 

relationship between the individual and the object will provide such information 

as: is it still usable or is it broken? Howevet, there are no higher thoughts about 

it such as attributhg value to its condition or e v o b g  any emotional response. 

At this level of perception it is enough to identiQ the object and understand its 

b c t i o d i t y .  

On the symbolic level. one lin& the majority of the concerm related to 

weathering and landscape architecture. The set of understandings that people 

apply to their interpretation of objects ofien becornes the source of differing 

values and needs. The idea of the symbolic meaning of objects can be 

illustrateci with the example of sacredness. The case of sacred objects can serve 

as a specific example of perceptuai notions applied to objects. In The Sacred 

and the Profane, Mkcea Eliade (1957) explains the transcendence of the naturai 

worId as it applies to the religious man. The example he uses to demonstrate 

how the world takes on more meaning than its base physicai existence is as 

follows: 

... a sacred srone is venerated becaure it is sacred nof because it is a 

stone; if is the sacraiity manifesteci hou& the mode of k i n g  of the 

stone that reveals its nue essence. (Eliade 1957, 1 18) 

The speciai meaning of these sacred objects is due to the special power Uivested 

in them by the person, not because of any inherent quality. It is totally on the 

part of the observer that the object exceeds its physical fonn to become more. a 

means of communication or rnetaphysical meaning. 

It is here in the symbolic dimension of perception that the notions of 

value and interpretation of such processes as weathering reside. Sirnply stated, 

weathering can be experienced as either the deterioration of materials caused by 

the environment or it may be recognized that visual enhancement an object that 

occurs sirnultaneously with the compositional breakdown of the underlying 

materials (Simpson & Horrobin 1970.2). The latter is a recognition of the extra 

meaning that is attached to the physical object chat one experiences. It is evident 

that there is a complex interaction between object and observer wit!! each 

experience. 

In this way, Thayer identifies and organizes the complexity of human 

landscape experiences into three levels of experience. A person's enjoyrnent or 

dislike of a particular place is dependent on our reception of sensory 

information, learned abiIity to identifi) functiond objects and aptitude for 

reasoning symbolic messages h m  objects and scenes. îhese three levels of 



perception are only generai in stop. by necessity. The three levels outlined are 

not mutually exclusive, either. Each affects the others in a combined 

interpretation of the phenornenai world. 

Since perception is a complex collection of ideas associated with 

human senses. object fhctionaiity and symbolic meaning, %me theories of 

perception have k e n  describeci as tfiey apply to the matends people use to 

shape the built environment. The notion of materiaiity is introduced since it 

describes the intangible characteristics of mater",&, how people rem to them, 

the impressions bey evoke, and the associated meanings that people attribute to 

them. 

Materiality is the combined perception of material objects. accounting 

for the sensual, functional and symbolic quatities of the material ana a person's 

less glamorous materials like 

comprehension of the character of the material. 

The idea of rnateriality lies in the reaim between 

the physical reality of material and the individual 

aspects of perception of those same materials. 

Materiaiity accounts for more than the physical 

properties; it investigates the rich layers of 

meaning associated with the material. For 

instance, gold has more qualities beyond its 

yellowish metallic coior and its malleability. it 

has cultural meanings of wealth, greed, and 

glamour. Although the actud material is vaiued 

for its scarcity, a golden color appIied to another 

materiai cm have a similar impression to the real 

thing. The same notion of impression is true for 

brick. The rnateridity of brick is more than its 

reddish brown color and differentiai coloration. It has more tangible qualities 

such as warmth in sunlight, worn edges that smooth over time. as well a s  

cultural meanings of strength and mass. symbolic meanings of age and the 

validation of tirne. 

Materiality does not mean the materiai aspects of physical objects 

aione. Materiaiity is the physical description of the substance combined with 

the perceptuai expericnce of the substance. Gemot B6hrne has descrikd the 

manifestation of rnateriality as the materiai's character, that is, its "atmosphtxic 

auran(B6hme 1995, 39). It is a collection of physicai and psychologicai 

artributes. For example, the perceptual qualities are quite different for gold than 



they are for bronze. Both may share many physid qualities, yet they are vastly 

different in the way that the observer reacts to either. Thus, one begins to 

understand the churacter of a material, its materiality. 

BasicaiIy, matenality is understood as the properties and characteristics 

of the matenals we use in landscape architec-e physicai qualities, the 

social effects. the cultural meanings, the symbolic content-ail pertain to how 

materials are perceived and used. Humans have a strong connection to materials 

through expenence and perception. Materials can add extra dimensions to the 

experience of an environment. This character is critical to one's understanding 

of a place. Consider the following rem& by Gerhard Auer: 

Materials only remain subaltern os long as the observer of a work of 

architecture maintains onough distance beween himelf and his object. 

However, if he cornes within hearing, smelling and touching distance. 

he is flooded with suggestions of spatial feeling, of uneasiness or of 

well-being. Here ir is scarcely the f o m  which exert their influence. 

but the colors. souna3 and lights, the warmth anà the tactile sensations. 

thus creating that impression which we refer to as an amosphere or 

rnood Perhaps, over the rhousmds of years of evolution which 

preceded civiiization, the human body developed an in t ime  

correspondence with the climate, plant and animal worlds (despite the 

distance ro m u r e  greatly larnented nowadays) which continues to 

dorninate his inclinations and reactions. Ir is only possible to explain 

in this why he srill tendr to favor natural products and natural spaces 

for his nutrition, clothing and huelling. (Auer "Building Materials" 

1995,34) 

Auer charts the human use of materials and the transfomations that we 

have imposed on hem to meet our needs. As a measure of this transformation. 
F ~ ~ U V C  10 

Auer suggests that the ways which we have used materials. 

and the messages that they hold as a result. can be 

categorized in the following manner (Auer "Building 

Materials" 1995). From the use of found objects, through 

processing and transformation of materials, to the 

manipulation, mutation and mixing materials, humans have 

managed to change physicd matter to create new artificial 

products. These materials began to carry such messages of 

human ingenuity or arrogance. in essence, Auer describes 

how we have interacteci with our material world. By using 



materiais, we have created extra cultural meanings ttiat we now associate with 

specific materials. This is the essence of materidity; the collection of physical 

and psychological attributes associateci with dl that we experience. 

Further to the sensing of the material, Bahme describes materials as 

baving a synaesthetic quality, king able to project the effect of king warrn, 

gentle, repellent, smooth, damp. obtnisive. or reserved (06hme 1995.40). This 

affects more than just sight, it affects a combination of the senses to create a 

constnrcted and leamed impression, part physical stimuli and part memory and 

culniral sign or syrnbol. This is especially true to the contemprary design 

philosophies in the pst-modern era. Once. in modernist ideology. the materid 

was to remain inconspicuous, only reflecting the &ction it was put to serve. 

Now, the cal1 is the opposite. 

Materaliq is supposed to show itself: to corne fonuard, to help shape 

the atmosphere in which we live. (B6hme 1995.37) 

Materials have qualities beyond their physical characteristics. ïhese 

extra qdities are the meanings, impressions and sensual qualities that people 

associate with materials in general as part of the act of perceiving them. Of 

course, different objects have different expressions of materiality based on their 

materiai composition and their condition. Concurrently. materials also have 

limitations that also guide one's understanding of their character. Qualities such 

as hgility or viscosity affect the percepnial nanue of a materiai as much as 

durability. Such is the perceptual quality of weathering in tems of materiality. 

Weathering will add extra perceptual qualities to a material, changing a 

material's character because of change in physicai condition or appearance. 

Pemeptions of Weatheflng 

One may see the relationship between weathering, perception and 

landscape architecture in a discussion on meaning and fom by James Corner. 

He t a b  specificaily about the change that is inherent in the environment. 

Although he speaks generaily about the larger landscape. it can be applied 

equalty to the human scale rnaterials: 

As time passes, this marked fumkcape weathers. ever subject to the 

contingencies of nature. m e r  points of view are chosen as 

circumtances change and new ways of rnarkïng are overfaid upon the 

old producing coffagic and wearhered overfaysC,] ...p rovid[ing/ loci 



for the remembrance, renewal, and tramj&yation of a culme's 

relatiomhip to the land (Corner 1 99 1, 1 29) 

These same manifestations of weathering, the evidence of change in the 

environment, provide a connection between man and the world, the marking of 

t h e  as it relates to our Iives. 

One diIemrna immediately recognizabIe in the practice of landscape 

architecture is the pursuit of an ideal product or result. While the endeavor of 

design is fundamentaily to achieve some goal. the fioality of that goal is in 

question. Yet. a tnilyfinal product is never achieved, never possible in a real 

world situation. ïhe reaIity of imperfection is only explaineci away by an 

unforeseen variable of 'someone else's' error. But this may not be a coincidental 

shortcoming. Perhaps. like the newest revolutions in science, the theory of 

chaos. the intentions of landscape architects should be revised to reveai the 

innate "di t ies"  of construction and other external forces affecting the physical 

edificatioa of the a r c h i t e c d  id- 

Mohsen Mostafavi and David Lcatherbarrow (1993) have recognized 

this dilemma in the practice of architecture. In On Weathering, the authors 

outiine the general qualities of weathering as it affects buildings. They begin 

with this comment on weathering. 

Finishing ends consrrucrion. weathering comtructs finishes. 

This assertion would seems to defi one of the most ancient 

cornmonplaces of archirecture: buildings persist in rime. Yet they do 

nut. No building srandr forever. evenrually every one Jalls under the 

influence of the elernents, and this end is known Jiom the beginning. 

How, then can one say weathering 'constructs'jnishes when the action 

of the elemenrs leads ro the deteriorarion of rhe building? Wearhering 

dues not consrnct. it desrroys. (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow 1993. 5) 

For the majority, this weathering is a negative occurrence as it detracts fiom the 

perceived ideal of the original form or architectural idea The viewing of decay 

as a negative process c m  be mced back to the beginnings of modem 

architecture and the theories of the modemist in architecture, under the guidance 

of architects such as Le Corbusier (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow 1993). It  vas 

Le Corbusier's contention that weathering and decay were unheaithy (personaily 

and socially). The whitewash walls and clean forms were the m e  democracy in 

o u .  built environments. To Le Corbusier, decay could be denied and rejected. 

This set of ideals has survived to influence architecture and cultural value to this 

&Y. 



However. the building of landscape features is a process of 

compromise. Designs are always modified and updated h m  previous concepts 

and drawings. The construction is never perfect in execution. Materials are 

substituted and details are changed. The act of building has an ingrained quality 

that does not allow a conceived ideal to be achieved. The worid is too complex 

with too rnany variables to be counted and accounted. Yet there is more to tiie 

impossibility of the ideal. As describeci earlier. the impact of time on d l  things 

physical has bad philosophical implications in architecture. It can be argued that 

each architectural object has within itseif its own undoing. Weathering as a 

process will change the materid and the form as part of its life cycle. The act of 

building includes the seeds of its umbuilding. The properties and their decay are 

subversions of the i d d  form as it is created and aged. The choice of materiais 

will detennine the nature of the change the objects and spaces will undergo after 

construction. Much as the idea cannot be tnily reaiized. the materials will not 

remain static. 

There is a fdlacy of permanence to the objects and places humans build 

in the landscape. While things have a degree of durability. they also have 

aspects of ephemerality. Although there is a hurnan impulse to counteract this 

disorder by creating order in the form of things built. it is a constant process of 

forming and un-forming. The pnxess is tuned to hurnan needs, some structures 

are only meant to last for days. like sandcastles. while other are rneant to Iast 

generations, like bridges. Weathering resides in this threshold of conflict 

between the built and the process of change. White humans want to secure 

things in a disorderly universe, they can never be truly permanent. Such is the 

conflict of weathering and the personal reaction to it. There is an urge to halt 

weathering, to rnake things permanent, and to maintain things once they have 

weathered. in assessing the perception of weathering on landscape features, let 

us return to the issue of durability. Simpson and Horrobin define durability as  

the "quality of maintaining a satisfactory appearance and satisfactory 

performance of required functions"(Simpson & Hombin 1970, 10). Under this 

definition, it is fair to state that as long as the visual appeal of the effects of 

weathering does not adversety impact upon the durability, the landscape f e a m  

can successfiilly perform its specific hnction. That is, as long as the weathering 

is visually acceptable, it can be accepted as an integral part of o u .  experience of 

the Iandscape feature. A distinction is made between artifacts that are in use and 

those that are not- The latter are allowed to deteriorate more since their h c t i o n  

is iess about utility. Meanwhile the former are still in active use and the 



function must be maintainecl. This notion of function, both physical and 

psychological appears later in the discussion on cemeteries where such things as 

headstones serve as both physical markers and emotiond monuments. 

Such tfieories of perception can further integrate the natural process of 

weathering into landscape architectunl practice. Weathering can be viewed as 

an aspect of ecological design theories. It is an undeniable aspect of the 

environment and it changes landsçapes and objects by its actions. As such, 

weathering is part of the overall system of environmental forces and ecological 

flows h t  shape the world. To demonstrate the inclusion of weathering in 

ecological design theory. the theory of creative aesthetics. as proposai by 

Jusuck Koh, is described. To form his theories of ecological aesthetics, Koh 

bases his work on the foundation that "an ecological theory of environmental 

design must be based on ordering principles in natwe and on human perception 

and cognition."(Koh 1988, 180) Such theories would provide the basis for 

prescriptive p ~ c i p l e  of new designs that are responsive to both humans and 

environments. These theories of ecological aesthetics also can be used to 

organize specific theories of the expressive qualities of weathering. 

Koh proposes a new theory of aesthetics because he sees an undesirable 

gap between aesthetic theory of the past century and environmental design 

theories of today. He proposes a move away fiom the aesthetics of the object 

(such as  the appearance oriented d e t i c s )  to find a new aesthetic which 

considers the overall qwiity of the human experience of the object. not just the 

object itself. The overall experience includes the object as well as its 

wvironment as a total perception. not isolateci mini-impressions of things, such 

as stand-done artifacts. To relate this to weathering, it is not the appearance of 

weathering of a single object that is important; it is the weathering of that object 

in relation to the surroundhg objects and environment. The contrast or 

congruency of the extent of the weathering is the main part of the perception, 

bearing meaning for the observer. 

Creativity is at the heart of this new aesthetic. By focusing on 

creativity, Koh has a unifihg concept to order his new theories. Creativity is 

closely related to both design and perception and aesthetics (Koh 1988, 179). 

Design is a creative process of finding new relationships between spaces. forms 

and materials. The perception of d e t i c s  is also creative in that perception 

relies on cognition and interpretation of the things sensed in the environment. 

Creativit): describes both processes. The processes of nature c m  also be 



desaibed as creative (Koh 1988, 179). Organic evolution, ecosystem 

development and physicai material change can be described as creative in the 

larger sense of the word. A raiseci level of order or a process leadkg to higher 

levels of diversity, complexity and stability can define creativity in both the 

human process and the natural process (of which humans are a part). 

The reason for these theories is to guide the design process for 

environmental designers. The purpose was to help designers contend with the 

complexity of ecosystems compared to static and object oriented theory of 

aesthetics informine their design process. With fhis creative approach to 

ecology. the design process is open-ended. a series of chance happenings and 

accidents coupled with guiding principles or forces. It fits with the idea of 

flexible design; not being set on a fixe4 iinear process of design or a 

immacuiate, static final object. The ecological theory of environmental design 

must be based on the ordering principles of nature and the human perception and 

cognition. The theory has three principles: inclusive unity. dynarnic balance and 

complementarity (Koh 1988, 180). Weathe~g c m  be s h o w  to be congruent 

with these three asthetics p~c ip les .  The fust principle is inclusive unity. 

Inclusive uni@ differs fiom the conventionai aesthetic principle of 

unity. Visual unity is defined as one object's harmony. wholeness and integrity. 

Inclusive means that the surroundings are integral to the unity of an objects 

within the context (Koh 1988. 18 1 ). When there was a belief in absdute beauty. 

the ideal wholeness of an object was sought. Now. there is a better 

understanding of perception and personal interpretation, making an ideal or 

absolute beauty a fdlacy. Inclusive unity is then the integrity of the system of 

forms working in process and context. The forms and the processes at work are 

inseparable. This means the unity relies on the collection of objects that make 

up the f o m  working in harmony. The system is an open systern, able to 

exchange energy and matter. adapt to changes and continue to self-organize and 

evolve. 

AZI creative systems. biological and psychological, me self-organized 

and se@rganizing fi. e.. developmental and e v o l u t i o ~ ) .  ( Ko h 1 988, 

1 82) 

The unity of a place is the fitness of its response to its surroundings and the 

processes at work within that sumunding landscape. A design which is 

adaptable and responsive to processes such weathering can have inclusive unity 

as a place. The combination of naturai change and the richness of the 

corresponding physical stimuli of change mate  a place, or atmosphere, that is 



interactive arnong the human and other naturai elements. Unity involves not just 

the visual appearance but also the harmonious use of the place by humans. As 

Koh explains. inclusive unity "denies the distance and duaiity between humans 

and nature, between order and disorder." (Koh 1988, 184) It encompasses dl. 

the observer and the place are one aesthetic experience. Weathering can be seen 

as an agent of unity in that it appties a layer of Wear over the place, affecting d l  

the parts of a place. blending them dl together in their response to the 

environmental and human forces. 

'Ihe second principle of Koh's ecologicaYcreative aesthetic is @amie 

balance. Visual balance, as an aesthetic principle. used to be the quantitative 

quiiibrium arnong physical or visuai objects. This was a static representation 

of an unchanging (and unredistic) system. Dynamic balance differs h m  this 

traditional aesthetic principle of balance because the foms are asymmetricaily 

in process. in effect changing with an evolutionary equilibrium. Self-organiring 

systems have this ability to change and adapt in a dynamic balance due to the 

diversity of parts and open responses to forces without totally succumbing to 

disorder. The dynamic balance embraces both the practical ordering principles 

as well as the serendipitous (Koh 1988. 185). Like creativity. the dynamic 

balance of both practical and accidental merge to generate new forms and spaces 

(to synthesize). In this way, dynamic balance cm account for a variety of 

perceptions. interpretations since these factors are unpredictable yet part of the 

overall experience nonetheless. The sense of apparent disorder lends Freedom 

and spontaneity to the experience of a place (Koh 1988, 185). W e a t h e ~ g  can 

mate  these impressions of dynarnic balance when objects are fragmented, in a 

sense revealing processes of movement or action. The new form generated fiom 

the old because of e!emental or human forces is a creative pmess since a new 

condition is reached. A new organization is revealed by this dynamic process. 

Complementari& Koh's thud principle, is based on the idea of the 

indivisibility of objects and space, t h e  and space, perception and cognition. 

Objects do not stand alone. They are dways in context, always in the process of 

change, and in the language of deconstniction: the object is coupled with its own 

undoing. The primary exampie is the female and the male complementary 

relationship that is needed to mate new life (Koh 1988. 186). They are separate 

objects but indivisible over tirne without each disappearing. 

Creative solutions in architecture and landscape architecture w a l I y  

work with nature rather rhan againsr it. letting nature and 1anclScape 

complemenr humans and buildings. (Ko h 1 98 8-1 86) 



This means that the objects of the system are neither mutually exclusive nor 

separable. A materid will have its physical properties as well as the meanings 

we apply to it. For example, wood is an environmentally responsible material 

because it is renewable resource, but it also speaks to the observer about the 

n d  to use renewable resources. At once it is the materiai and the message. 

Both the idea and the physicai object are complementary. The obvious 

application of this principle to weathering is that weathering is a naturai process 

that will occur anyway. Those materials that gracefully weather not only show 

it as a physical process. but they also demonstrate weathering as a natural 

process. The complexity of the nanttal environment is revealed to the observer. 

in this way, it is complementary to the overali character of the place. 

Weathenng fits the principles of Koh's ecological aesthetic. The three 

principles follow natural processes to better inforrn environmental design. 

Weathering is one of these natural processes. As an approach to the design of 

landscapes. an ecological theory of aesthetics can help landscape architects 

better prepare and include the whole system of natural forces and flows into a 

successful landscape in harmony with human and natural environments. 

Another, similar use of weathering as an ecologicai element can aiso be 

found in the theories of John Tillrnan Lyle. He has proposed an aesthetic and 

design process which embodies 'rhe inner rhythms or processes of nature. [a] 

deeper concept of the nature of nature."(Lyle 1991. 38) Opposed to the 

superficial design solutions that oniy put ecological or other concepts in pictorïal 

composition, Lyle believes landscape architects should show a greater 

understanding of ecological processes of al1 sorts, elementai and human alike. 

Ecosystems include both the naturai elements of land, water. vegetable and 

animal. as well as our human patterns of activity and neeàs. A design that 

displays this understanding describes it and presents it for the observer's 

education. It is an action of giving visible expression to deep processes. 

Lyle describes the design of landscape as falling into one of two 

categories. The first is the shallow form which ody mimics or abstracts 

ecological order. The second is the design that reveais and uses ecological order 

in the design, dong side and congruent to the aesthetic order. This shouîd be the 

goal of designers if they want to develop ecologicaily deep landscapes. He cites 

the example of Isaacs Water Wall. by Michael Van Vakenburgh, in which 

copper plates are set in a wooden fiame. Water is channeleci through a series of 

openings to run down the copper panels. The copper oxidizes at different rates, 



depending on each panel's textured or chemically cured finish. By changing the 

finish of sections of the panel, the fui1 range of the n a d  process of oxidation 

is revealed in an aesthetic rnanner. The wooden fiame is penodically painted 

different colours to compliment and contrast the oxidized copper. Such a visud 

foi1 demonstrates an understanding of an ecological process coupled with the 

human needs of aesthetic fom. 

In the process of design. we merge human crearivity wirh the ongoing 

rhythm and harmonies of'nature S evolving order. (Lyle 1991.40) 

Lyle argues that this type of design process is a human ecology, one which 

harmoniously houses natural and human generated patterns. flows and 

structures. M e a d  of ecological order versus human order (or aesthetic order), 

we have a harmony. Weathering may be one of the processes and 

manifestations that c m  help to achieve this expression and character of place. 

Its better understanding in the built environment hinges on people's experiences 

and impressions of materials and perceptions of places. 

Experience is a personal event. One relates to the worid through 

combination of physical contact and mentai exercise, involving the senses and 

mernory. The manifestation of weathering is perceived as an event rich in both 

physical reality and mental redity. Simpson and Horrobin begin their 

investigation of the performance of building 

materials under the actions of weathering by first 

looking at weathering in general. Among the good 

examples that they End are chatacter quatities that 

people seem to appreciate such as "mellowed 

brickwork, lichen-covered stonework, and silver- 

gray cedar boarding"(Simpson & Horrobin 1970, 1 ). 

Ali are examples of the patinous action of the natural 

dimate on extemal surfaces. Obviously. there are 

other examples that can dernonstrate different. and sometimes opposite views of 

the process of weathering. CIoser examination of a specific place shouid offer 

specific reactions to weathering. The cemetery is a place of emotion and 

spirituai significance. The process of weathering is thus a sensitive aspect of 

this environment, 



3.0 Cemetedes 

ln Memory of 
James Hull Allan 

Son of Captain Gabriel & 
Mrs. Sarah Allan 

He departed this life the 
6h of August, 1 793. Aged 

15 Years, 3 Months & 2 1 Days 
Young Friends regard this Solemn Tmth. 

Soon you may die like me in youth: 
Death is a debt to nature due. 

Which ! have paid, and so must you. 
(Howen 1977,9) 

This epitaph cornes h m  a grave marker in Boston. In the few words 

of poetry, it manages to swnmarize the inevitabie death of each person and the 

place of this cycle in nature. Like humans, al1 things physical have a life span. 

Sometimes the life of an object is a number of days, sometimes milIennia- 

As inevitable as weathering and materid change are to the built world, 

deah is as unavoidable to the human world. Death is even more poignant as a 

process since it affects al1 people in the span of a lifetime, while weathering may 

be slow, beyond the lives of generations. Regardless of the similarities or 

contrasts between weathering and death, the place where they combine is of 

special cultural significance. Cemeteries have special social or cultural 

meaning. Consequentiy, they are especially sensitive to material change. An 

investigation of the cemetery as a cultural landscape illustrates the cornplex, and 

someUmes, contradictory experiences of weathering. It is the context from 

which to view the dichotomy of the perceptions of weathering. 



The Cemetery 

Cemeteries hold special meaning for communities, Since prehistoric 

times, humans have had the need to cornmernomte the dead (Curl 1993). 

Special places were locared or created to dispose of the b o d y  remains and to 

perfonn herary rites. From the Egyptian pyramids to modern mernorial parks, 

the piaces of the dead have changed to suit the needs of the times. Canadian 

cerneteries have been developed to accommodate the burial of the dead and the 

commemoration of this rite. 

The cemetery type investigated in this study is that which is found in 

most of  Canada. These cemeteries are the spacious types of burial grounds that 

faIl under the description of memoriai park. For the most part these cemeteries 

have plots located on a grid system (orthogonal and otherwise) with monuments 

indicating the names and dates of the interred deceased. The 

deceased are buried in caskets six feet below the ground level at 

each plot. The cemetery is divided into sections for the provision of 

mads, services and other landscape feahres such as strearns, and 

outcrops (usuaily related to the topographie conditions of the site). 

Each occupied plot is marked with a monument in the form of an 

erect headstone of specified dimensions or a horizontal marker flush 

with the ground. Other landscape elernents are usually included as 

part of the cemetery for a nurnber of reasons. These reasons inchde 

visual interest, markers of sacred qualities of the burial ground and 

indications of services. The landscape elements may include 

fountains. artificial ponds. or clumps of landscaped vegetation. 

Also n e c e s q  in the cemetery are the buildings devoted to both the bwial 

services and the internent of the deceased. Chapels, crematoria, mausolea. 

columbaria, offices and garages are dl usually disperseci across the cemeteq in 

their appropriate locations. 

From church graveyards to public open space to the equivaient of 

stenle suburban deveiopments, cemeteries have changed in their nature since the 

colonization of North America In the pst world war period a distinct change 

in cuiturai attitudes toward death occurred. Youth became the focus of 

contemporary culture, and its celebmtion now excludes death and the cemetery 

as parts of popular cdture (Jackson & Vergara 1989, 1 18). Hence, cemeteries 

are no longer cared for by the bereaved, nor are they as fiequently visited as they 

were at the height of the memoriai park era 



Once used as open spaces and parks for recreation. the cerneteries now 

occupy Little of our daily lives. Now they are exclusively the real estate of 

memorials to the dead. The majority of visitors are the bereaved who corne in 

remernbrance of the deceased. Few others visit the cernetery. The majority of 

contemporary cemetenes rarely attract the person seeking passive recreation. 

With increased incidents of vandaiism and the public putting distance fiom the 

rites and places of death. the cemetery seems more marginalized than at any 

time in the modem era 

The public S rie ro rhe cemetery hm been loosmed B e c m e  death has 

become such a private ritual and a less fiequent occurrence in 

everyday life, rhe cemerery no longer har cultural signiJcance for much 

of sociery. (Sloane 244) 

Although the use of cemeteries has declined h m  earlier eras, cemeteries still 

part in people's lives. points out that "the 

cemetery is thus l e s  the r d r n  of the dead than rather a memorial for the 

living."(Kienast 1990. 10) The cemetery. as a place for memorial, is 

pivotal as a means of reconciling beliefs and emotions about death. 

Cemeteries are the means of mentafly appeasing the emotiond loss of 

relatives and friends. The people that die affect the living ttitough 

emotion and memory. How one chooses to a d k  the subject of death 

is personal. in many, if not most cases. organized religion provides the 

guidance for human behavior around the event of death. Rituais and 

organized actions refiect the system of beliefs of each religion. As a 

means of coping with a death. these rituals enacted in the required 

spiritual places provide the 

and emotional event, 

Assoclated Values 

Contemprary cemeteries 

iving with a course of action to a mysterious 

or memorial parks, are studies in rnanaged 

environments. In newer cemeteries, the gn>unds are well t e n d d  the vegetation 

is well groomed and the monuments are well ordered. This appearance of the 

cemetery as an Unmaculate iawn, with standard size and shape polished granite 

mernorials is a product of a number of factors. These factors include the sales of 

these headstones, maintenance and management concem in the cemetery. local 

govemment and religions d e s ,  and public attitudes (Buchanan 1989, 28). in 

addition, there are other aspects of visual consideration. Sculpture has h o m e  

an integral part of the cemetery, adding to the atmosphere of place as well as the 



mafketability of plots. These art objects of both sacred and 

secuiar imagery become the visual focal points in the cemetery 

in place of the traditional erect grave markers, serving as the 

symbol for the cemetery. This further reinforces the notion of 

the park, as opposed to the buriai ground, 

Here is the location of a dichotomy. White the 

cemetery is meant to cornmernorate the dead. it is doomed to 

change, as al1 outdoor environments m u t  under the process of 

weathering. What then is the perception of those who visit? 

Littie room is lefl for the physical residue of weathering. 

When a process of weathering is acting on a Iandscape feature. 

the implications can range fiom a mild disinterest to disgust. 

For example, in the case of cemeteries. the context is a highly 

symbolic and meaninel place. Most people who visit the 

cemetery do not want to see the monuments diminished by 

t h e  and weathering. In the cemetery, weathering takes on the 

d e  of destroyer of fonn and mernory, not a welcome characteristic to the 

bereaved. Others visit cemeteries as places of interest and culture. To them, 

weat!!ering may seem an integral part of the character of a p!ace- The rate of 

change caused by weathering is an important aspect of these perceptions. The 

implications of slow and fast change, relative to human Iife spans are noted later 

in the discussion of each prime stakeholder's perspective. 

The Stakeholders 

in the discussion of weathering in the cemetery. the primary 

stakeholders are the four parties involved with the event of death: the soul, the 

corpse, the bereaved and the bystander (Fonseca 1996). Each pûrty interacts 

intimately with the cemetery. The sou1 and the corpse are less active 

participants in the rituals of death. The sou1 is arguabty intangible and non- 

spatiai and thus is not direcdy interactive with the physical cemetery. The 

corpse is physical, yet c o h e d  in death to burial or internent in a container as  

body or ash. Hence, only the two remaining parties, the bereaved and the 

bystander, can physically experience the cemetery. When the issue is perception. 

it is possible that the interests of the soul and the corpse (spiritually and 

othenvise) are represented by the bereaved who are in the process of mouming. 

This, of course, is a matter of one's beliefs. It is also m e  that the bystanders 

were al1 once, or will be, the bereaved. They have sympathy with the 



perceptions of the bereaved although they rnay not fee1 the same emotional 

conneetion as strongly as the bereaved- When the discussion is one of 

perceptions of the living, the focus is on these two groups as the primary users 

of the cemetery. In the cemetery, both the bereaved and the bystanders are 

confionted by the architectural character of the place. Subsequently, each group 

perceives the cemetery in specific ways. 

The process of weaihering inevitably affects ai1 the physical elements 

of the cernetery in varying degrees. However, its perception is a matter of 

argument as to whether it is desired or scomed. Weathering may be seen as a 

possible enhancement of the cemetery environment. The process of change 

subtracts h m  the finish of the materials. but it also adds to the perceptuai 

setting. This aging can be seen a s  either benign or tragic, depending upon the 

viewer (Mostafavi & L e a t h e r h w  1993, 16). Both the bystander and the 

bereaved have different issues to consider in deteminhg their reaction to the 

weathering in their mi&. 

The Bereaved 

?t has been said that dearh h a  replace sex as the grear taboo of o w  

society. ûur vocabulary reflects our anxieties. We avoid using the 

words Iike 'remaim' and 'disposal' of the dead and say that the dead 

have 'deparred'. .. This uvoidance of direct reference to death and the 

feeling that an interest in death and cemeteries is rather morbid hus 

signxjicandy repercussions for the management of cemeteries. (Clegg 

1989, 15-16) 

Judging fiom contempow views regarding death. there is no doubt 

why imagery or manifestations of weathering cannot be viewed as acceptable. 

The bereaved have a m n g  ernotiod and psychologicai connection with 

cemeteries. Their direct association with the deceased is their main purpose for 

visiting the cernetery. They are the majority of the visitors and are thus the 

prime stakeholders in the contemporary cemetery. Their stake in the cemetery is 

a factor of their wish to memorialize the dead, to link themselves with past 

ancestry and perhaps to reflect on their own rnortaiity. It can even be said that 

they represent the other two players, the sou1 and the corpse, that are not 

interacting directiy with the cemetery. 

The memorial is an integrai part of any cemetery. [t is the grave 

rnarker for the location of the remains of the deceased. Yet, it is more than that. 

It is the physicai and visual representation of the life and memory of that 



individuai. As a means of commemorating a past life, humans erect these 

objects to monumentaiize the ideas and mernories that person once represented 

in the flesh. Sam Weller summarizes this activity. 

Marty people want to erecr a memoriaf to theh loved ones. They want 

it to mark the place where the remoins lie. They want ro place floral 

tributes there. ntey wanr the monuments to be individual, more ofien 

rhan not conforming to the style of those around then but in some ways 

unique. (Weller 1989. 1 1) 

The monument represents the 1s t  remaining physical marker of the deceased. It 

oniy foliows that the bereaved should desire the monument to stay in an 

immaculate condition in perpetuity. As preserved rnernory. the monument 

marks the existence of the deceased in pst life as well as in living memory. 

The desire to cornmernorate is so strong as to fmd decay unacceptable. Should 

the monument weather. the implications are multiple for the bereaved. 

As the l a s  physical remains, the grave-marker to the deceased acts as a 

monument in every architectural sense. As J.B. Jackson describes in "The 

Necessity of Ruins", a monument is a reminder of something chat is important, a 

reminder of an obligation incurred by a great figure or event (Jackson 1980.9 1 ). 

It is venerated not as a work of art. nor as an antique. but as an echo from the 

remote past suddenly become present and actuai. Thus, it is not reliant on 

aesthetic quality alone, ody the power to remind or recall the specific. It is the 

context and the form that provide the power to remind or recall the specific. On 

the peisonal level, each burial monument holds the sams power for the bereaved 

associated with it. 

Take for example the grids of military graves cornmon in most western 

cemeteries because of armed conflicts, specifically the world wars. The rows of 

veterans' graves, un-swayed by tirne (or corrected for the same effect) stand as 

tirneless reminders against the horrors of By 

necessity, they must remah unblemished by time 

to syrnbolize the proud and valiant people in their 

brave stmggies against their would-be oppressors. 

If weathering were allowed, the implications of 

remembrance are great. It would seem that the 

peace bought with the blood of soldiers was not 

worthy of notice, maintenance, or memory. 

Consequently, weathering must not visually 

compromise monuments. Monuments. ofien 



markers of death such as tombs and cenotaphs, must remain undiminished 

despite their age. The a h  of the monument is to project permanence. It 

preserves a memory or a message. Weathering may represent the inevitable 

transformation of form but the monument embodies a desire for etemai fife. 

Weaîhering of the monument may be viewed as undesireci as a result. 

For the bereaved. there is also a desire to maintain continuity with the 

p s t .  The erecting of burial monuments creates a physical history of lives of 

ancestors. The visual record is a d a m  for each living family member's own 

life. This type of marking of the continuum of ancesüy is not limited to 

families. As a M e r  example of the idea of monument, the collection of 

headstones rnay have cuitwai bistoric value to the visitor. The case of Boston's 

historic cemeteries is described in Elizabeth Shepard's article "Grave Issues: 

Restoring Boston's Historic Burying Grounds" (1996). in Boston. the burying 

grounds have great importance to the history of the region as weli as 

significance in the history of the United States as a nation. Many notable people 

are buried in these cemeteries. Recentiy a group has fomed to control the 

management of these historic sites, to care for. and document. the grave 

markers. The intention rernains to ciean up the poorly maintained ground, to 

dispose of wild vegetation. stabilize and repair monuments and other features. 

In this case, the cemeteries are to stand as a historic message for generations of 

Americans. Here h e  collections of monuments represent not ody individu4 

lives but also speciai moments in history and the ideals of growing nation. The 

cemetery as a whole is a monument, stabilized and sanitized to stand weil 

beyond its naturally weathered years. 

The marking of graves can also be interpreted as a desire for a certain 

degree of immortality. This desire to cornmernorate in the same way as others 

in the cemetery is a ritual chat most individuais will expect in their own time of 

death. 

More than arry place other than a house of Go4  a cernerery reminds us 

of the age-old quesr for eternul life. Even before Chrisrianity, humans 

found solace in rhe betief ofan after-lijè, rhar is-in an ererniw 

(Jackson & Vergara 1989, 7 1 ) 

If weathering affects the visual integrity of the cemetery monument, it is 

perceiveci as an agent of destruction. The implications of this material mortality 

are obvious. It denotes neglect of the monument or the memory of the deceased. 

It is a sign of the rnortality of the bereaved. These events would seem to exhibit 

the inevitability of death. 



The reminder of mortdity is a pow& aspect of the cemetery. 

Mortality is a fear for most people, and so is the associated decay that follows 

death. The body has historically k e n  believed to be the house of the soul 

(Ragon 1983. 3). Any bodily decay, then, is a fom of corruption of the soul. 

Today this translates to a need to embalm the body and other cleansing 

practices. It is teasonable to assume that the distaste for any diminishing of the 

memonal representing the deceased is a result of this house of the soui belief. 

either consciously or subconsciously on the part of the bereaved. 

[CemetetyJ siting outside city walls parallels the modern suppression 

of death mi le  the ancients feared the spiritual powers of the dead 

the modern fear is more clinicat in nature, reflecting an abhorrence of 

60th the diseare associared with overcrowded burial grounds and the 

imistent presence of death as an inregral aspect of life. (Constant 1994. 

4) 

Coupled with the dislike of visual decay, there is an aversion to dead bodies of 

any kind. Our present relativeIy hygienic environment holds no place for decay 

for the average person. It seerns b t  the visual character of the cemetery should 

reinforce this fear of death for the bereaved. 

Kenneth T. Jackson and Camilo José Vergara (1989) describe a 

scenario of rnarble monuments decaying in older cemeteries. M h l e  

monuments were once soid with a promise of permanence but are now badly 

d e d ,  especially urban headstones that can erode as much as ten times the rate 

as m l .  

Marble breaks down as a result of pollurion and exneme temperature 

changes. Delicate carvings lose the lines rhat describe a face; shapes 

becorne distorted; the organic f o m  offigures are reduced ro abstract 

geomeiric volumes. Photographs and colored glas windaws fade, 

Ieaving blurred outlines andfiagmented portraits. Most cerneteries do 

not accept respomibility for such deterioration. The family is only 

asked to repair a monument if its unstable condition poses a sajéty 

hazard Ofen a damaged rnonurnenr is simpfy removed (Jackson & 

Vergara 1989, 102) 

For the headstone as the monument, the consequences are &e. To the bereaved, 

this occurrence is unacceptable. As a resuit of the desire for imxnortality, the 

monument is seen in a different light. Again, J.B. Jackson speaks of the 

monument's psychoIogicaI power. He sees it as a guide to the friture: it confers 

immortality on the dead or lost, and it guides actions for the future (Jackson 



1979.93). Without some form of immortality and the cornmernoration through 

monuments, one wodd lack the continuity of t h e  or the individual's place in 

history. 

For the bereaved, the process of weathering counters the desires to 

build and cornmernorate the dead with physical monuments. They associate 

with the cemetery and its monuments through living mernory. As Iong as there 

is the direct relationship between the living and the dead, these 

emotional connections wilt be present in the cemetery. In the case 

of the bereaved and their perception of the cemetery. c h c t e r  of 

weathering is perceived as a negative. subtractive process. It takes 

away a standard dignity h m  the monument. It breeds a feeling of 

neglect and loss, in dl, it has a strong impact on the perceptuai 

reality of these places. 

The rehionship between the buriai ground and the 

bereaved changes over time. Cemeteries age like people. The 

living memory that resides in each diminishes with age. The 

cemetery changes in function h m  one that is activeiy used for 

burials to one that is an open space environment that represents the 

event of death in spirituai and personal ways. On one end of this 

spectnim, a new mernorial park wilI have flowers at the graves and fimerai 

ceremonies on a regdar basis. Meanwhile. a very old cemetery will have tèw 

places remaining for burial, if any. Here, the a c d  burial plots wilI be 

'occupied' by people that the living do not remember in person. The perception 

of these older places is remarkably different because of the emotionai separate 

between the bereaved and the bystander. 

The Bystanders 
For the bystander, the cemetery is a vastiy different place than for the 

bereaved. It does not hold the same emotional contract of remembrance of the 

dead. It is still a place of the dead, but in a iess personal way. The bystander 

views the qualities of the cemetery in a different light. People stilt visit the 

cemeteries for reasons of reflection, isolation, and passive recreation. They visit 

the cemetery as a place, not for a specific location of a person's remains, but for 

the purpose of visiting a place generd spirituaIity. To these visitors, the process 

of weatthering may hold different rneanings, not necessarily those rneanings of 

neglect and disrespect perceived by the bereaved. 



The 'placeness' of the cemetery is of primary importance for the visitor 

who enters to reflect and contemplate. Placeness means the cornbineci qualities 

of the place coupleci with the atmosphere that those quaiities create. New 

cemetery designs have recognized this desire for quality of place. Dieter 

Kienast has alluded to this phenornenon (Kienast 1990, 12). He has found thaq 

increasingly, design cornpetitions are awarding new designs that incorporate 

more aspects of 'placeness' than awarding designs that incorporate merely 

standard developments. Recognizing that the power and qualities of a cernetery 

are gaining in importance, new designs deviate frorn the ment  p s t  where the 

cemetery was hidden away and designeci in an inexpressive and unobtrusive 

manner. The expressive quaiities of weathering rnay yet have a place in the 

expression of cemeteries. 

W e a t h e ~ g  cm create atmosphere in a place. It can layer the objects 

and spaces with the effects of time. But what is meant by atmosphere? 

'Atmosphere' is a colloquial term. yet despite or perhaps because of 

the ambiguity of ifs usage. ir is helpfil to return to it again and again. 

We speak of the terne atmosphere of a meeting, the light-hearred 

atmosphere of a dqy, the gloomy atmosphere of a vault; we refer to the 

utmosphere of a ci@ a restaurant, a landscape. The notion of 

atntosphere always concerns a spatial sense of ambiance. (Bohme 

1998.1 12) 

Atmosphere is the way in which the place manifests itself. not the collection of 

i ts  parts. It is the feeling evoked in the observer. something less tangible than 

intentional representations or metaphors of materials. It is the overall 

impression of the place, its presence. 

in their exploration of the evoiution of the American cemetery, Jackson 

and Vergara (1  989) took some maures  to describe the character of some of the 

cemeteries of particular interest and importance. Of note is their reading of Père 

Lac haise Cemetery in Paris. 

Although Père Lachaise is well maintaineci, 

many of the centq-old monuments are set 

awry, lettering hm disappeared and the metuf 

doors and crosses have rusted Nature har 

molded the geornetries of the monuments so 

thczt they t a h  on an almosi organic shape. 

The former dirt roads m e  paved with 

cobblestones and lined with rail arching trees, 



rheir huge mnh and branches echoing the shape of the mausoleums. 

Mernoriais. paths and vegetarion seem to grow out of cement and 

merge together. Even in winter. the cernetery h a  a green parina fiom 

lichens growing on the monuments, fiom the evergreen cypresses and 

fiom the oxidarion of bronze. The cemerery somehow has remained 

srrong in characrer, a satisfj,ng whole. (Jackson & Vergara 1989. 17) 

Clearly, there is some interest in the cemetery by the bystander. Of interest are 

the forms and paths as they weather in a number of different ways. Père 

Lachaise is rich in atmosphere and character as a result. The previous quotation 

oniy goes a short distance in the explanation of the possibie delight offwed by 

weathering in the cemetery. 

Such older cemeteries are places of cultural history. The visitors are 

immersed in the pst. The dates engraved on the monuments are silent 

reminders of the time that has passed. A patina of age m e r  enforces the 

chamcter of age. in effect. weathering validates the ages on the monument. in 

this case. the tirne that has passed has decreased the relative numkrs of the 

bereaved when compareci to the numbers of the bystanders who visit these 

places. Thus, the fwiction of the cemetery takes on a different focus. fiom a 

buriai ground for rnouming of the recently departed to the observance of a 

generd and shared pas. These places are congruent in the expression of time. 

Yet the expression of time is not the oniy character of interest in the 

cemetery. The delight of the mysterious may be another interest. The mood or 

atmosphere of a cemetery is a noteworthy part of the appeal. Weathering oniy 

adds to this atmosphere. smoothing and wearing the foms in a process of ruin. 

The nostalgie appeal of ruins is a repeated phenomenon in western culture. It is 

evident in the visual am of the last few centuries (Dodge 1977 & Zucker 1968). 

The weathered niùi was used as a metaphor for many purposes. such as the 

signifier for death, history and other abstract notions. Ruin is within al1 things. 

Each piece of communication, each text, each built fom; al1 

have an inherent aspect of ruin. Never c m  a text or object 

achieve a perfect communication of ideas. Tae communication 

is dways translateci or interpreted. Philosophers have 

investigated this phenomenon. Jacque Derrida explored the 

min of self-portraits. Mark Wigley explored the deconstruction 

of architecture. Many others have found and investigated min 

as an inherent part of ail things humans create. 



Robert Harbison &es a distinction between the ruin and the 

monument (Harbison 1994,38). He sees monuments as focused on permanence. 

Monuments are to stay unblemished despite their age. Ruins on the other hand 

are meant to be retunied to the earth, in their own tirne, due to cycle of decay 

and growth. Ruins may stand as monuments for a tirne, but then they will 

continue to decay without any preservation. In a way. it is the monument that is 

h z e n  time. while the nùn is destined to be solely a creature of time. 

Another aspect of the appeal of weathering in the cemetery is the 

comection to time. The potina of age is a validation of time for those objects 

that have endured to the present. The romantic iippreciation for aging is still 

inherent in our culture as positive value. Appreciation is attributed to the old 

because of the qualities of perseverance and durabitity ( M o d a v i  & 

Leatherbarrow 1993, 84). Weathering has worked as a validation for the age of 

an artifact. T h e  must pas  in order for the feature to weather. effectively 

enhancing the age value despite any desires to deny mortality. 

On a practical level, the revealing of time is powerfùl tool in the design 

of meaningful places. For example. Kevin Lynch and Gary Hack (1984) 

describe it as an integrai part of any site plan. 

The communication of a sense of rime. however, is as important as the 

ce of spatial form. since rime and space are the great 

dimensions wirhin which we have otu being. A good design 

saves evidence of the previous occuparion of a place. 

especially such evidence as conveys intimate hzman use (a 

seat. a threshold) or evokes profound feelings fa cross. a 

grave, an oncient tree). Conrrasring new with old we feel the 

depth of rime. Materials are chosen thar will weather 

handromely. How plantings will mature, gmw, and decay, how 

stnictwes rvill be destroyed and replaced is part of rhe scheme. The 

place should be evocative of season and the rime of'day: the sh$ of 

light, the cycle of growrh. rhe rhythm of activity. ... [I't ii this vety 

rooredness in rime that attaches us emotionully to any place. (Lynch & 

Hack 1984-1 74) 

This excerpt is fiom where the authors speak about the sensed landscape and its 

materials. They discuss the qualities of places that designers respond to, and 

draw ffom, in their own designs. Such comments on time are gleaned fiom 

examining special places to identiQ why they are special. 



in the cemetery specifically. headstones may be the m e  tirnepieces of 

landscape fatures. Since they are dated, they provide the most direct meter on 

the arnount of weathering in a particuiar area Studies have k e n  conducteci on 

such features in cetneteries in many countries to measure the effects of 

increasing pollution. The different materials used in a area will dso weather at 

various rates. limestone and marble faster than granites and dates for example 

(Ollier 1974, 22). Moreover, they house the full range of weathering and our 

reaction to it. By representing the passage of the. as well as the effects of 

weathering. headstones fdl within the threshold between our urge to build and 

the confficting actions of the environment. 

Weathering in the Cemetery 

:More than remembrarace. the cemetery derives power t o m  the intuitive 

belief that the dead persist, that they have not vanished altogether fiom 

OUT world rhat they communicate with the living. rhat something of 

their l@ie force resides where the boày is buried or. ro a fesser degree. 

where the ashes are deposited Once this belief weakens. the cernetery 

loses its significance, becoming an unsettling and unwanted reminder 

of mortaliry. (Jackson & Vergara 1989. 12 1 ) 

This quotation suminarizes the common perception of weathenng in the 

cemetery. It is undesired by nearly d l  the bereaved. It is only the few 

bystanders that €id ment in the imagery oRered by decay. making it acceptable 

to the slimmest minority. In order for weathering to be appreciated, a time must 

elapse to remove the emotion and mernories from the monument. Only when it 

is perceived on an impersonai basis. with the requisite mystery appeal, can the 

manifestation of decay be a powerfid expression to the observer. This threshold 

of tirne is one aspect of what separates the bereaved from the bystander. 

The allowance of weathering in the cemetery makes it an interesting 

place to stimulate contemplation for visitors in a 

reflective state of mind. Not only is it a place to 

cornmernorate the dead. but it is also a place to face the 

psychological ramifications of life and death. It only 

seems fitting that the cemetery should exhibit ail the 

signs of a dialogue between the living and the dead. The 

images of life, death, and irnmortaiity shouid be arnongst 

the strongest rqxesentations. An environment rich in 

imagery can provoke these thoughts. Where else but the 



spiritual place of a cemetery would this seem appropriate. One must reaiize that 

every bystander was once, or will be. a bereaved, It is a dilemma for the 

designer. how to design for both the bereaved and the bystander. 

Not al1 cemeteries are designed to accommodate maximized plot 

placement and generic memorials. Some cemeteries are designed with the extra 

intent of architecturai expression. Catherine Howen points out the initiai 

intentions of the designers of Mount Auburn Cemetery in Boston. 

Thefirsr impulse had been to presenqe rhe experience of wild nature ut 

Mount Auburn. so ciîy hvellers couid meditate on the mysreries of 

cyciical change and death in a rernote and somewhat primitive 

lundscape. (Howett 1997.12) 

This is an obvious attempt to reveal the deep form that John Tiliman Lyle 

( 199 1 ) has described. Howett advocates using ecologicd p ~ c i p l e s  to reassess 

cemeteries and design practices. With a perceived increase in isolation from 

enriched environrnents, contemporary society may need more expressive places 

like cemeteries. imagery, symbolism and metaphor are among the adâitionai 

layers of information communicated by the architects through the material forms 

of the cemeteries. As Sam Weller explains in hïs article "Cemeteries- 

Designing for the Public", cemeteries in Britain are still important people places. 

Parks and other open spaces are giving way tu nuis) and aggressive 

sports and pasrimes leaving cerneteries ro hifil  their role as h e m  for 

contemplation and edx@ation as emisaged b-v the Victoriam. (Weller 

1989, 10) 

There is a need for places for individuai reflection and mediation. Cemeteries 

provide these opportunities for the public. It is only naturai to stmgthen 

cerneteries with expressive qdi t ies  and character of place. The following case 

study will demonstrate the potential and application of expression in a cemetery 

design, with specific inclusion of weathering as a material, sensud qualil and 

expression. 



4.0 The Case Study: lgualada Cemetery 

There is, near a mal1 town in Catalonia, a cvmeres, by Carme Pinos 

and Enric Miralles. 

One is never for a rnomenr in doubt as to i fs  intention. 

Ir is a burial groumi 

Yet it operates at aformal level quite outside of the ordinary. 

Its language is complete. fiesh. inventive. 

There is a sense of control fiom car-par& ro tomb; one S eyes. one S 

feet are being given directions as to where ro look where ro walk 

Yet one is barely conscious of being so direcred 

It is remarkable. 

In the wordr thar pass berween us, 'nor bad ' 

(Peter Srnithson 1995, 16) 

This is the second haif of a poem written about the Igualada Cemetery 

designed by Enric Miralles and Carme Pinos. It is clear that there is much more 

to this cemetery than is usually designed. It has qualities for the visitors that are 

beyond the ordiniuy imagery and layout of a typical cemetery. 

A cemetery is a place for both the bereaved and the bystander. As 

mentioned earlier in the discussion on cemetenes, the sou1 and the corpse, the 

two other stakeholders in the cemetery. are incorporateci into the perceptions and 

actions of the bereaved. The cemetery should provide for the needs of the 

bereaved and the bystander, although these needs may be conflicting. The 

visual appearance of the cemetery must adhere to standards of cleanliness and 

order that are e q d  to any mernorial. However, with weathering and vegetation 
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growth, the cernetery acquires a patina of age. Those ttiat visit the cemetery for 

m a t i o n  or quiet reflection perceive this as character. The Igualada Cemetery 

is a cemetery that accounts for the necessity of mernorial, while allowing for the 

expressive qualities of weathering. 

ïhis cemetery is an extraordinary example of expressive landscape 

architecture. It is a new cemetery near Barcelona Spain. awarded as the 

winning entry in a design competition. Two architects, Enric Mirailes and 

Carme Pinos. design4 the 

cemetery to express a nurnber of 

qualities. Among these qualities 

is the metaphorical expression 

through physical form and the 

intentional use of weathering as a 

complementary process. The 

quality of the forms and 

materials used as expression at 

Igualada are described in niany 

contemporary periodicais and 

books by critics and other designers. The expressive qualities have sparked an 

interest in the design cornrnunity. 

Both the criticism of others and the actual comments of the designers 

reveal the ideas behind the use of materials and the Iayout of the cemetery. Of 

course, some of the comments are a matter of subjective interpretation. 

However, the desire here is not to prove the exact intent of the designers. One 

can never know the fidl intentions. Even the designers can't articulate al1 their 

intents in a specific design. instead. the purpose of this analysis is to 

demonstrate that these means of expression, the use of materials and layout, are 

congruent with the process of weathenng in the cemetery. 

DescnjDtion of lguslada Cemetery 

The cemetery at Igualada near Barcelona. Spain is a new (and 

continukg) construction project. Enric Miralles and Came Pinos combined to 

win the competition for the design of this new cemetery in 1985 (Curtis 199 1, 

6). It is still king constructed as the project expands and the site is M e r  

developed to the full extent of the original plan. The architects tespondeci to the 

program that outlined the requirements such as niche burials and the location in 

an abandoned quarry of a dry riverbed (Werner 1992, 110). The resdt is a 



6 j u r 1  22 cemetery that is a passageway bordered by terraced burial niches. tree-lined and 

paved. The majority of the structures are constructeci of modular sections of 

concrete to fonn the burial niches. the stairways and some of the retaining walls. 

The rest of the banks of the old river vdley are retained by tocal rock and steel 

mesh retaining walls. Other details in the cemetery are made of iron and 

untreated steel, including the prominent gaie fatures. 

The visitor enters and descends into the cemetery dong the paved 

passageway. The cemetery is physically imbedded within the site. the built 

walls and burial niches form a frame below the surrounding hills as one looks 

=und. In his critical artide about the works of Enric Miralles, Juan José 

Lahuerta (1996) paints a very imaginative and expressive p i c m  of the new 

cemetery. The overall form and articulation of the elernents creates the 

atmosphere of a narrative of the journey between life and death 

Like shadows at dusk the Iguaiaaù Cetnetety is elongated. it Iookr like 

the rernaim of a fan, its thin, m e d  and bared ribs piled up against 

one of the walls ofthe amphitheater behind, ribs that titreaien to infect 

the hmd ofanyone who would dare to pick then up, who would most 

certainîy be scratched by the points ... ln this brokzn iandscape. or in 

these times, the earth, cirugged rhis w q ,  held up rhis w q ,  split in this 

fashion, becornes unbearabie. This is the most terrible erotic 



landscizpe. Ir is death. Poimy teeth sprousfiom this cut. jagged stones, 

reeth with rus@ devices. (Lahuerta I 996,9) 

Throughout his description of the 

character of the cemetery, Lahuerta uses 

orninous images, to describe objects such 

as nisted ribs. splitting open of this crack, 

ribs broken and sinister crosses (Lahuerta 

1996, 9). He describes materials and 

forms that reaIly express to the observer 

notions about death and other emotional 

matters in the emotionally charged 

atmosphere of the cemetery. For 

example. his repeated use of the rust 

Unagery makes the point of weathering as 

a tool of exmession. It seems that the 

expressive nature of the cernetery's forms and materials evoked these 

impressions in the author. 

Aspecfs of Expression 

Igualada cemetery exhibits a number of interesting expressions in 

architecture form and material. The cemetery has a distinct expression of t h e  

(Lahuerta 1996, Zabalbeascoa 1996. Curtis 199 1 ). Weathering plays an integral 

part in this expression. Yet, this process of change is not the only aspect of 

expression in the cemetery. The layout and the forms also express movement 

and a narrative of the journey of life. The apparent movement of the forms. the 

weathering of the materials and the narrative layout of the cemetery al1 are tied 

to the notion of the passage of tirne. The main vehicles of expression are the 

dynamic formdpatterns (movement), the materials quaiities as they show 

irnperfections/weathe~g (tirne, death, nature) and the overail form of the 

cemetery (the journey of life). The following is a description of these three 

main points. 

Expression of Movement 

The dynamic appearance and arrangement of the primary elements and 

the shapes of those elernents shows a distinct language of fonn that expresses 

movement and change. Benedetta Tagliabue Miralles articulates this "cornplex 

temporal redities" of the cemetery and site in a catalogue of Emic Miralles' 



projects (Tagliabue Mirailes 19%. 52). As one of the expressions of time. the 

arrangement of the cemetery elements and forms of the elements themeives 

show a distinct aspect of movement. The forms express a dynamic quality. 

That is. they are in hythmic patterns and angular shapes. The visual impression 

is one of unbalancd walls and shifting plaias of concrete. Even the undulating 

walfs affect the feeling of movement as one walks dong the spaces. 

Another aspect of the impression of movement is the seemingly 

âisorderly arrangement of =me of the elements. Part of Lahuerta's 

interpretation of the cemetery addresses the issue of chance. The seemingly 

t o m  of the concrete 4 1 s  

and niches, the constructed forms representing movement while king  

permanently fixed in place, a paradox. Like the garnbter h t  strives to abolish 

chance but never succeeds, the architects c m o t  arrest change or totally 

represent chance or movement in concrete form. Only the expression is 

achieved. and this expression is an important characteristic of the cemetery. 

However, Lahuerta interprets the random placement of the ptanks in yet 

another way. He sees the contrast of the aleatory pattern as a foi1 to the ordered 

and rigidly formal procession of the f'unerary ntuals (Lahuerta 1996. 13). 1 

would add that the contrast of the random versus the ordered might indicate the 

distinction between what endures and what is maileable in the r e a h  of ideas. A 

tandscape of apparent movement. patterns, shifting pIanes and weathering 

materials is set against the order of the buriai niches and the clear procession 

dong the path of the cemetery. The forms and materials may indicate what is 

mortal and that which is inmortal, the changing cycle of life and the memories 

of the beloved deceased respective1 y. 



In these physicd ways, the cernetery provides a text to be interpreted 

by the visitor. A language of shiftmg, moving and dynamic foms generates the 

impressions of rnovernent. This architecture is design& "to appeal to the 

physicd sense of movement."(Curtis 1 99 1. 7) Human activity and perception 

are at the heart of the visitor's experience of the cemetery. 

Expression of Change 

The discussion of weathering is very much a discussion about the 

physical evidence of the .  Many articles have k n  witten about the qualities 

of the materials of the cemetery. The materials chosen for the construction of the 

cemetery demonstrate an f i t y  to change. Like the regular movements of the 

arrns on a clock, the signs of weathering can be interpreted as the passage of 

tirne. At Igualada the iron for the retaining wal1 mesh. the larnps, the 

commemoration plaques and the mausoleum doors is one specific use of 

materials. These objects wi l  rust to reveal the notion of time in the cemetery. 

The transfomation of mrrterials is ut the very h e m  of rhe rneaning 

imbued in the cernetev, irnplying rhat rhis place for the dead is in fact a 
G t 4 u v ~  2 5  

living placc. which is dweloping and 

changing, ami which welcomes its usage as a 

place to which the living can corne ro visit, 

walk and contemplate. (Zabalbeascoa 19%. 

20) 

It is an expression of continuity, a reminder of the 

testorative and transformative qualities of the 

processes of nature. The weathering of the cast 

iron is a cue of time's passage and the visitor's 

place in that flow. Visitors enter and pas into the 

buriai area "dong with the visible layers of soi1 of 

the cemetery, the continually changing feames of 

the planting, textures and materials that enhance 

the idea of transition (for example the rusting of 

lamps and weathering of concrete) -ail of these in 

the Igualada Cemetery serve to relate the passing 

of time."(Zabaibeascoa 1996, 18) The overall 

cemetery expresses the passage of time and the 
- A 

process of change. 



The design of the cemetery has been compared to the patterns of nature 

and natuml processes. It shows schemes of order found in nature. in particdar 

the cemetery reveais thex  random and not-so-random patterns. 

Their attitude toward experience is poetic and inmitive: rheir 

architecture is aftinnative. men restoratïve. vis a vis nature. (Curtis 

1991.8) 

The aspect of changing matends is the use of vegetation itself. It was the 

intention of the designers that the m e s  and other planting would be allowed to 

grow and in time to cover the cemetery (Zabalbeascoa 1996. 17). This will 

eventually sofien the cemetery, truiy merging it with the surrounding landscape. 

It was meant to challenge the notion of deatb as an end by showing an 

environment that undergoes cycles of p w t h  and change. The cycie of natural 

processes would continue throughout the cemetery, with the inanimate feahues 

as well. k i n g  visuat teminders that life is but a process, not a series of 

beginnings and endings. The visual cues will encourage the reflections of the 

visitors. The materials provide physical and subconscious clues for the observer 

about the nature of cime. nature and both of these contributing to the event of 

deathlprocess of life. 

Perception of change arises from a person's interpretation of the 

weathered artifact. The cornparison between the present and past condition 

(remembered or inferred) Ieads to a question: how did it arrive at its present 

condition? Some manifestations of weathering provide obvious clues; scars 

h m  collisions and impacts. Other manifestations are not so obvious. The 

reading of dues and the interpolation of events creates a dialogue between the 

inanimate form and the thoughtful viewer. In a cemetery, the people are more 

sensitive to the condition of their environment. due to the predominance of 

monuments. Such expressions of change Iead to the next exarnple of the 

dialogue or analogy of the j o m e y  of life as demonstrated in the cemetery. 

Narrative of Life and Death 

Analogy is the figurative relationship between two rhings that are 

similar in many, but not dl. ways. It is an assumption that since they are 

apparently simiIar in some ways they may be similar in other ways. The 

physical representation of the spiritual journey of the sou1 is appropriateiy 

manifest in the Igualada Cemetery. Weathering may be a process of nature, but 

so is the pmcess of life and death. The ptocess h m  birth, to living, to grieving 

to living anew, to dying, to whatever remains after death is a progression of 



events, r n h r e d  by the physical character of the cemetery. 

ilriiralies intended the cemetery to be closer to those still alive than to 

the dead but with some kind of interplay between the dead and the 

living. Therefore the cernetety would display an acceptance of the 

iycles of ire, to enable a link beiween the pas. the present and the 

mure .  (Zabalbeascoa 1996, 1 7) 

A number of cntics have interpreted the cemetery in this way. William Curtis 

describes the main ailey of the burial niches on a path sloping into the main 

body of the cemetery. He calls the physicai design of the site a metaphor for the 

journey of death, the descent into the earth as one enters and the trip back to the 

sky as one leaves (Curtis 1991. 7). 

in another critic's interpretation, the harsh and brutal 

character of the cemetery caused by weathering and the angular 

forms can also be an expression of emotionally charged event of a 

death (Lahuerta 1996). Such corresponding imagery can be said to 

m a t e  a cathartic experience for the bereaved. The material 

expression leads to catharsis. the purification or relief of the 

emotions through the evidence of weathenng and the visuai 

reminder of the cycles of life. 

[Tlhe cemerery was ro be designed in rhe form of a path. a 

route which people could follow and which would itself be 

exposed ro the elements. The dead bwied here are neither 

neglected nor rnonumentalized They simpiy occupy their 

pluce in the lanhcape, side by side along the parh, allowing for otherz 

continually to enter the place. (Zabalbeascoa 1996, 1 7) 

AIthough such a shocking delivery may not be appropriate in some places. some 

kinds of death i m a g q  can still assist the bereaved in their grieving process, 

validating their sadness and allowing for the emotional release needed for 

coping with death. While some may not feel the expression is appropriate to the 

grief of the bereaved, the architects and cntics have found merit in this layer of 

meaning given physical fom. The cemetery provides the text to be read. the 

expressions are the meanings in betweexi the words, the author is both the 

designer and the forces of weathering and change. The message is the 

knowledge of life and death. irnmortality and mortality. The tone is not profane: 

it dwells beyond everyday life in the spiritual. 

As Frank Werner sumrnatizes the cemetery: "There are but few 

constnicted complexes in this century which have provided 'analogous' three- 



dimensional models for understanding the transitory nature of the p s t ,  the 

present and the future of al1 fife."(Werner 1992, 1 13) The intendeci dialogue is 

made visual by the arrangement of the cemetery. Cleariy, the use of materials 

and fonn also attributes to this multi-iayered script that is the cemetery at 

Igualada- 

Wwtherlng in Igualada Cemetery 

There is a keen sense of the, rnovement and change iayered into the 

design and construction of the cemetery at IguaIada The materiais and the 

intentions of the designers clearly include the process of weathering as an 

expressive tool to communication ideas of tirne, change, life and death. As 

Zabalbeascoa characterizes the design. the cemetery "emulates the path of life. 

both spatially and temporally."(Zabalbeascoa 1996. 14) A distinct narrative of 

the journey of life is communicated by the layout of the spaces and 

complimenteci by the transformation occumng in the rnaterials. The cemetery 

design shows qualities of expression directly h m  the overall form. the foms of 

the features and the materiai execution of the construction. M a t e d  expression 

of ideas cm be displayed in this way in a cemetery. 

To draw a parallei to the use of expression in a cemetery. the Brion family 

tomb designed by Car10 Scarpa in Sm Vito. Italy incorporates ideas of the 

joumey of life in the physical design. The choice of materials reflected both the 

process of change and the forms indicative of mourning, primady with the 

choice of vegetation. In this case. the weeping and trailing foms of the different 

plants express a sorrowfirl atmosphere as they spread across, and hang h m .  the 

concrete walls. As Michael Stem concludes, this type of project is significant in 

the use of expression in fùnerary design. 

The work is particulady important ru the developmenr of current 

landcape architecturai rheory because it illwtrares rhe ability of G 

designer to drawfiom a wide range of sources and inspirations andyet 

express cornplex philosophic issues through imagery and symbolisrn 

rooted in common human experience. (Stem 1994.56) 

As Stem has said of the Brion Tomb, the same is m e  of the cemetery at 

Igualada. Not ody  are the bodies of the dead housed in the cemetery, but also 

the mernories and emotions of the visitors. The design of expressive places with 

the use of materials and forms to convey meaning is particulad y strong in such a 

weighty atmosphere. 



The wriaen philosophies of Miralles hirnself c o n f i  this intention of 

expressing the process of change and the effects of time. In his forward to the 

collecteci works (Tagliabue Mirdes  1996) Miralles describes his philosophy of 

the design process. His approach to building shows an openness to extenial 

factors, factors outside and beyond the originaI ideas, factors which transform 

the project into a tesponsive construction that is concrete. It is concrete 

precisely because its r d  and material qualities lie far away h m  any ideal 

notion of fimi product. The project can never repffsent an ideal situation. It 

responds to changing conditions and factors, allowing for change with the 

constructeci project. The cemetery fits into the surrounding Iandscape in an 

expressive way when the design is ailowed to change with its environment- By 

leaving the final product open to change. the project is so much stronger in its 

'place'. its fit into the surrounding landscape. 

Mirolles S desigm explore these very sites. establishing unusual. open 

oblique connections with the landscape and setring, while relaring 

comrruction to nature in an aesihetic and responsive way. By allowing 

what might be comidered &y some a sacr@e of one's design raient. 

Miralles 3 works aim to penetrate nature itseg (Zabalbeascoa 1996, 

10) 

From this 'letting go' of the fmal product, an act of denying idealism, Miralles 

places the cemetery in time and place while expressing the spirituai qualities of 

life and death as a natural process. 

There are a nurnber of qualities that weathering can express in a design 

for the cemetery. Although there are conflicting reactions to these expressions, 

the case study of the Igualada cemetery illustrates that it is possible to merge the 

perceptions of both the bereaved and the bystanders to create a spirituaily strong 

atmosphere of place while working within the parameters of natural processes. 

primarily weathering. Igualada cemetery demonstrates that notions such as the 

inclusion of weathering into the intents of design can indeed lead to an 

expression of place complimentary to its surroundings. 

At Igualada, the site becomes a place of interacrion-architectwe as a 

living art io which the user can personully and physically 

relate.(Zabdbeascoa 1996,24) 

This intentionai ailowance of weathering in the cemetery mates a didectic. 

That is, it brings together the two opposing perceptions of the bereaved and the 

bystanders in an attempt to resolve them. What at first seems a contradiction 



evolves into a natural expression of landscape, nature and the analogy of the 

process of life. With the clever use of weathering as a tool of expression in 

design Mirailes and Pinos were able to integrate the inevitable process of 

change and the spiritual program of the cemetery to an acceptable medium. 

The cemetery itself is a paradox. It must persist in the .  yet stand apart 

h m  the's intluence. Such is the dichotomy of the monument and the 

dichotomy of dl landscape features. It is only a matter of resolving how one 

addresses the effects of weathering, not how it is denieci. Although the 

preceding case study is a foreign conte= compared to Canadian cemeteries and 

its exact way of expression cannot be copied the design demonstrates that it is 

possible to use expression in a cemetel. The cemetery changes as a physical 

place under the influence of weathering, jm as it must adjust to the ratio of the 

bereaved compared to the bystanders. As the bereaved decrease with time, the 

cemetery also shows more manifestations of weathering. Perhaps there is a time 

in this cernetery's iùture when the bereaved are al1 gone. leaving the cernetery to 

the bystanders. It wiil become a ruin, a place of reflection and tirne. 



5. O Conclusion 

When you have forded the river. when you have crossed the rnountain 

pass, you suddent'y find before you the cis, of iUoriana. its alabaster 

gates tramparent in the sunlight, its coral columm supporting 

pediments encrusted with serpentine. its villas ail of glas  like 

aquariums where the shadows of dancing girls with silvery scules swim 

benearh the medura-shaped chandeliers. /f this is nor your first 

journey. you know that cities like this have an obverse: you have only 

ro walk in a semicircle and you will conte into view of Moriuna's 

hidden face. an expnse of rusting sheer metal. sackcloth, plank 

bristling with spikes. pipes black wirh soot. piles of tins. blind walls 

with fading sigm. >ames of sruved-in straw chairs. ropes good oniy for 

hanging oneser/fiorn u rotten beam. 

From one parr to the other, the city seems ro continue. in perspective. 

multiplying ils repertory of images: but instead it has no thichess. it 

comists only of a face and an obverse, like a sheer of paper, with a 

figure on either side. which can neither be separated nor look at each 

other. (Calvino 1974, 105) 

This lyrical description is fiom invisible Cities, by Italo Calvino. The book is a 

series of descriptions of cities discovered and later described by the explorer, 

Marco Polo. Each description is a verbal sketch of a place, revealing some 

characteristic of a city, showing an aspect that is t'undarnental to that place. 

Lyrical and atmospheric, each sketch is open to interpretation. In this particular 

example, Calvino may talk about the hidden face of Monana that is, in effect 

not so hidden after di. It is oniy an obvious backing to a bnefly viewed surface. 
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Black soot and rust on metal are the inevitable additions to the more glamorous 

beginnings. 

Such is the nature of weathering. It is a pmess  that reveds two sides 

to an object, its making and its un-making. Weathering is a compIex 

phenornenon. It encompasses both physical repercussions and percephmi 

impressions. It affects both material transformation and human cognition. In 

some places. the perceptual implications are profond. The cemetery, being an 

emotionally charged setting, is the site of conflicting views between the 

interpretation of weathering, whether it is abhorrent or attractive. As in the case 

study, the process of weathenng can be an expressive and meaninfil aspect to 

the environment of the cemetery. It can demonstrate abstnct ideas such as life, 

death, mortality and nature. Because weathering is found in al1 outdoor places, 

it is a cue of time and change. In iandscape architecture, the use of expression 

through materials and forms is a means of communicating these abstract ideas in 

a physical world. Wathering can be described in a way that illustrates its 

complementary effects on the landscape forms of the cemetery. Such a 

description can lead to a wider awareness of, and appreciation of. this inevitable 

process of material change. 

W e a t h e ~ g  can be the source of many psitive perceptual qualities of 

the landscape. It is an integrai and inevitable aspect of the environment. but it is 

also a source of expression and sensual interest. The character of a place may be 

a direct result of its physical ability to gracefully weather. The wearing of 

naturat processes can cause the tempered character of an object or a place. 

Weathering can also express the nature of abstract ideas such as the passing of 

tirne, change, and the cycles of life. The way in which the weathering is 

manifest can be a symbol of life or death, ecology or mortality. Any number of 

qualities can be part of the landscape as an opportunity of weathering. 

Wwthering as Experience 

The weatheruig of an object and its surroundings can be an opportunity 

of rich, sensual experience. Humans need sensual environrnents to enrich their 

experiences of place. There is also a need for interest and change in the 

environment, a revealing of the n a d  processes that shape the earth. Since 

humans are sensual being, they crave stimuli to their senses. Weathering of 

landscape features offers some extra stimuli for the senses. An example of the 

sensual qualities of weathered f o m  c m  be found in classical ruins. Michael 



Baridon clairns that ruins are important pmviders of sense impressions. Baridon 

remarks about an experience with a ruin to illustrate the relationship. 

Their ragged outline and rough surfce were paipably irregular. They 

displqyed contrasting colors since their old Stones were overgTown 

with ivy and variegated walljlowers: nor did they fail [O s ~ i k e  the eur 

wirh the moaning of the wind. (Baridon 1985.93) 

His theory of sense impressions M y  plants nrins as a part of the fabric of our 

mental t ives. 

The l o s  of this sensual entironment has k e n  observed to have 

impoverished our experience in the world. Another proponent of incorporating 

sensuai experience into the built environment is an architect. Juhani Pdlasrnaa 

(1994). He has remarked on the quality of the built environment and the effects 

it can have on the psyche. 

The irrationalfear in our cities grows out of the rneaninglessness of the 

environment tu our reason and its incumprehensibilis, to our senses. 

We are Iosing the primary causaIiîy in our s e m r y  experience of the 

world (Pailasmaa I994,25) 

Greater need and appreciation of the sensory environment are indeed desires for 

designers of al1 types. Natural processes that generate and deliver these sensuai 

stimuli are important to the quality of landscapes. They provide the interest in 

places that humans crave. While weathering is only one pmcess that adds 

sensual complexity to the environment. it is a critical contribution to the overall 

c haracter of landscapes. 

Michael Hough notes that the richness of an envifonment adds to the 

diversity of place that is an essential part of urban life. It is important for cities 

since "experientially. it implies interest pleasure. stimulateci senses and sensory 

e ~ c h m e n t "  (Hough 1990. 9). Akhough landscape architects ofien concentrate 

on the vegetative aspect of change and growth, the issue of diversity of 

environments applies to the inanimate built aspects of landscape design as well. 

Although Hou& speaks mainly of vegetation, he generally describes other 

natual process in the built fabric of the city. This extends to the w e a t h e ~ g  

actions of the climate on the inorganic elements of the landscape. Ensuring the 

diversity of place is important in dl its biotogicd and social relevame. The 

present course of denying our connection with the decayed and worn, elirninates 

the interactive qualities of the human relationship to environment. 

Another part of the experience of weathering is the psychological 

experience. One strong experience is the impressive experience of the min. 



Weaîhering in the f o m  of ruin can be one of the most expressive aspects of the 

aged built environment. A ruin is heavily influenced by weathering. It is also a 

symbol of a nostaigic relationship with the built environment. Weathering helps 

to create the appeal and interest of the ruin. in ali its tangible and 

intangible ways. Eüch textures and reveaied pattexm represent the s e d  

quaiities. Mystery and continuity with the past are among the l e s  

tangible qualities. The niin relies on its fiagmented condition and its 

romantic appearance. Usually. ruins may be described as the popular and 

internationally renowned ruins of buildings fiom ancient civilizations like 

Greece or Egypt. Yet they may also include the broken fragments of 

decrepit buiIdings fieshly smoldering h m  a bomb blast or the remains of 

disused factories. From the remains of Greek temples to the hgmented 

churches of war-tom Bosnia fiom derelict barns on the prairies to graffiti 

covered walls in inner city districts. ruins appear in many f o m  in many 

places. Nostalgia or curiosity in the ruin's previous existence is integral to 

the expressive quality of its fom. 

Primady, it is this event of subtraction that adds to the aesthetic 
y .- -- - -  - 

. 
-, :---'- appeai of the nùn. Visual hamiony. the "harmony of distress" h m  the 

fi3urb 27 irreguiarities and weathering have k e n  a desired characteristic for artistic 

subjects and architecrural elements over many periods (Dodge 197 1, 3). As an 

element, this harmony has served well to mediate between the mined geomeûïc 

fom of architecture and the living landscape in which it raides. The artistic 

inspiration of the ruins can also be traced to the infinite variety of textures and 

shapes h t  ruins provided to the artist. 

Another integral part of the niin is its mysterious expression. The 

thoughts that a fragmented piece of culture can evoke are varied in nature and 

strength. Paul Zucker's States in Farcinaion of Decay that "the past lies as much 

in the realm of imagination as does the tùture."(Zucker 1969. 9) In this way 

ruins provide the opportunity for question, reflection and wonder. The 

ambiguous ruin has a sense of mystery. As inspiration for artistic endeavors or 

as fuel for philosophicai reflection, the ruin evokes those mental functions that 

cause us to wonder. Part of the wonder could be attributed to the necessity of 

separation h m  the viewet cause by time or the partial temains of the original- 

The ruin works in direct opposition to monuments. Monuments 

represent permanence. Catherine Howett describes an example of cemetenes 

and monuments. in recent trends of landscape architecture in ou. de-sadized,  

secular world landscape architects have rnanaged "to obliterate any mai or 



symbolic suggestions of disorder, decay, or death, any hint of risk, vulnerabiiity, 

or of mysteries beyond our understanding." (Howett 1977,8) She describes the 

benefit of expressive qualities in designs. To M e r  this argument. she cites the 

example of the Vietnam mernorial as the most obvious and powerful example in 

m e n t  landscape architectural history. The power of this simple wdl lies in the 

complexity of its message, its arnbiguous f o m  and context of its location. This 

d l ,  incised in the earth speaks to the visitor on many levels of perceptual 

experience. physicall y and psyc hologicall y. It is exceptional because it is 

different h m  the rnajority of war monuments that are erect and proud. It 

expresses potentidly discomforting symbolism with its subtle. earthbound 

composition. expressing potential misgivings about that war effort. Such 

expression adds mystery and vulnerabiiity to the standard imagery of most 

monuments. The benefits of expression are both to reved the positive and 

negative aspects of cuIhire, to dIow the observer their opportunity to interpret 

the message in their own way. 

However, not dl objects need permanence. Oniy those m e  

monuments need the durable quaiities that resist the process of weathering. 

Acceptance and inclusion of weathering can be an integral and valuable aspect 

of our built environment. Anthony Lawlor (1994) in The Temple in the House. 

gives the example of a mason forming a wall to show how the crahman can 

impart messages in the creating of a brick wdl from the bricks and mortar 

material. He tells the bricks how to behave and how to r e m  to one another. 

But more occurs beyond the initial construction. 

When the wall is cornplered, information continues ro be added: the sun 

washes over the brick day afier ahy, year d e r  y e m  fading the colour; 

rain and ivind smoorh if grain by grain: maybe ivy grows up the wall. 

leaving viny traces; children climb dong the top. making a chip here 

and rhere. Layer upon luyer of information @es the wall a churuefer 

all its own. (Lawlor 1994, 5) 

Not only is weathering sensually appealing, it is meaningfbl on a mental Ievel. 

It can communicate directiy to a petson's understanding of the environment. 

This Ieads to the opportunity of weathering as an expressive part of the 

environment. 

Weathering as Expression 

Weathering is an agent for the communication of more than sensory 

interest. It can be the vehicle for ideas as weU, a tool of expression. It can 



evoke response in a number of ways. Weathering may help to create a narrative 

or describe a metaphor by communicate ideas in a physicd fom. adding a Iayer 

of meaning to an otherwise sterile environment. As described in the case smdy 

of Iguaiada Cemetery, the weathering of the iron doors. lamps, and wall mesh 

represent namai forces that cause the changes as well as the inevitable cycles of 

Iife and mture. By revealing the process of natural change. this weathering 

offers a representation of its abstract qualities. The rust visually reminds the 

visitor of the mortaiity of al1 things physical. ft stands as a visual check against 

beliefs of immortaiity for anything but the sod. 

Yet, the expression of weathering need not be spiritual. Richard 

Murphy (1995). in his introduction to the work of Carlo Scarpa, takes a 

moment to describe the Venetian vemacdar that involves a strong degree 

of weathering. He proceeds to describe the nature of the p a l a ~ o s  dong 

the canais and the state of their facades. The weathered surface is of 

particula. interest. The plastered surfaces are in a constant state of decay, 

under the influence of the wind, min. pollution and seawater. Its dynamic 

state brings about a Iayering efféct on the building facades. 

... no sooner has a new Iayer been applied than alrnost instantly ifs 

lower edge is under attack su thut ofien successive layers of eroded 

stucco can be seen on the same facade. (Murphy 1995.7) 

The sharp opposition of new and old, the sharp edges of the stucco 

contrasting the organic patterns of stain and erosion are an integral part of the 

vernacular. This is precisely the visuai and aesthetic interest of weattiering. The 

cycle of decay is the narrative of the struggle between the hurnan works and 

nature's response. From a once smooth surface to a pitted and exposed under- 

layer. weathering is the key component of the place, reveding the effects of tirne 

on the environment. 

The expression used in cemeteries is particularly sensitive. as 

demonstrated in the previous chapters. However. there is a psychologicai place 

for weathering in the cemetery. 

The overwhelming ernphasis in American cemeteries is on hopeful 

images which exdude death and decay. A few jarring depictions of 

death have fou& a place in our cemeteries. and in their exceprionaliiy, 

they exert an intense amaction (Jackson & Vergara 1 989.84) 

Arguably. the authors were referring to the bystander and not the bereaved as the 

interesteci parties. By representing the processes of nature and human spiritual 

beliefs, the use of weathering in the intentionai design of landscape is a vaiid 



expression. If weathering is used as a metaphorical expression, it may only 

communicate to the observer if it is interpreted as a planned circumstance. The 

appearance of weathering should never be a shock or surprise to the observer. A 

subtle expression can be l e s  intimidating and hopefùlly more acceptable since it 

is not forcing the judgment of the observer. It rnay sirnply add to the 

atmosphere of the place, Ieaving impressions on a subconscious level. 

Concessions to Other Pemeptions 

When a persun sees something that is broken. or not in the condition 

that it once was, that person c m  interpret what caused the change. Was it a 

preventable change? If so, how preventable  as ii? This is the place of 

memory. Memory allows someone to see an object and remember its past 

condition and compare that image that is present. The cornparison between the 

different conditions is an act of interpretation that leads to a reaction. If it was 

an unavoidable change. how does one perceive its vdue? 1s it a good change? 

Sometimes peopie attnbute value to a change based on what they believe caused 

it. thus deciding it is acceptabIe or not. This is the ciifference between the gentle 

and violent effects of change. It is what the manifestation of weathering 

represents in the mind of  the viewer that is important. 

For example. an appropriate way to describe the use of weathering in 

the Igualada cemetery is by characterizhg the manifestations as gentle effects. 

These manifestations Vuly represent the process of change but they do not 

compromise the integrity of the objects. nor do they hinder their functions. 

Weathering is consistent with al1 the elements. They c m  be perceiveci as 

intentionai effects. desired as meaningful, not accidental. The opportunîties of 

weathering are centered on the abiiity of an object to compliment. and to be 

unified with, ifs surroundings. Zabalbeascoa inteprets the cemetery as a place 

waiting for the surrounding landscape to change the built parts of the cemetery. 

The lge cycles of this transformation are reflected in the projecr. since 

it is precisely life iirseurhar rnakes the cemete? 'die '. Wirh rime and 

weather inevitably inte~ening in the work covering and eroding it, 

allowing if to become part of the landscape. ... (Zabalbeascoa 1996, 1 9) 

Weathering is part of the naturai processes of change, yet it is also a part of how 

people relate to their environment, how they understand their worId. When 

places 'fit' the landscape. a harrnony of place is created. This fits with the 

original intention of the rurai cemetery, such as  Mount Auburn cemetery in 

Boston. The initial intentions of the designers were to place the cemetery into 





bereaved need a cemetery. if people need contact with death and the 

cornmernoration of the dead, this place k l y  allows it. It turas the burial and 

memorial into a secret that is embamingty hidden h m  view. sunk into the 

grasses or placed behind grassy benns. The designers have purposefùlly 

disguised the cemetery as a passive recreation park, with ornamental plantinp. 

preserved wildmess areas and connections to existing nature trails. in an 

attempt to escape the stigma of a 'burial ground' they have created a park that is 

not quite a park, a cemetery that is not quite a cemetery. Corpses are stiil buried 

here, yet the commemoration of the dead is denied. the experience of the 

cemetery and the funerary monument are lost to the bereaved. 

Despite these concessions, weathering c m  be the source of many 

positive qualities of cemeteries and other landscapes. It is an integral and 

inevitable aspect of the environment. but it is also a source of expression and 

sensual intetest, The character of a place may be a direct result of its physical 

abiiity to gracetùlly weather. The wearing of natural processes cm cause this 

tempered character of an object or a place. Any nurnber of abstract qualities can 

be part of the landscape as a resuit of weathering as well. It can be the vehicie 

for ideas as well. 

The mernories are deposited in the fissures of the tombs. the vegetarion 

fills the empty spaces ofthe embankment. and rhe shadows begin tu act 

us a dock (Tagliabue MUaIles 1996.52) 

Weathering can be a tool of expression. adding a layer of meaning to an 

otherwise voiceless environment. As described in the case study of Igualada 

cemetery, weathered objects and spaces represent the naturai forces that cause 

the change as well as the inevitable cycles of life and n a m .  By revealing the 

process of natural change. this weathering offers a representation of its abstract 

qualities. 

Nothing is perfect and weatiiering is inevitable in even the most earnest 

attempts at realizing and maintainhg architectural form. One sbould look at 

weathering as a naturally occuRng pmcess without any inherently bad qualities. 

The mouth kisses, the mouth spits; no one mistakes the saliva of the 

jirst for the second Similady, there is nothing necessurify impure 

about dirt (Mostafavi & Leatherbmw 1993, 109) 

The qualities of a materiai or object have aesthetic appeal because they not o d y  

endured the etTects of weathering, but they do so gtacefully. The example of the 

brick is one such timely material. It maintains its structurai fiinction and general 

f o m  under the processes of weathering. However, it does change. Its 



appearance is softened by erosion. As a function of its internai structure, the 

layem beneath the surface are similar in texture and hue to the original. in the 

pattern of courses, the brick wail or object may gracefiilly weather. not losing 

any fuaction or f o m  but stiil reveaiing the active agents of weathering as mtural 

process. ï h i s  is calied character by many. The places that display this character 

do so because the forces of change g e n d l y  change d l  similar objects of an 

area at the sarne rate, thus. the notion of a patina of age covering a place. 

Lan&cape Architectuml Theory 8nd Wwîherlng 

The understanding of the process of weatheing is important to the 

practice of landscape architecture. It is important because of both its physical 

and perception effects on the built environment. Placing this understanding 

within the context of contemporary theones of landscape architecturai design 

may bener inform the landscape architects in the design5 that they created. The 

character of places such as parks. urban plazas, and cemeteries wi11 be richer to 

human perception as a resdt. 

Landscape architecture h m  alwuys stood in a privileged position in 

society, creating symbolic settings for cultural rirual and discourse. As 

rhe great mediator between nature and culture. landwape architecture 

has a profound role to play in the reconstitution of meaning and value 

in OUT relations with the Earth. The poetics of human dwelling, the 

very consciousness of humunity, might once again become the central 

focus of attention for lunakcape architectural theory. By its nature. this 

insight is primarily gmunded in perception arui cannot exist outside the 

a priori of the human body and its engagement with the world 

Landscape architectural theory ought therefore to jind ifs basis in the 

realm of perception and the phenomenological. the essential origins of 

existential meaning. (Corner 1 990.77) 

Landscape architects are involved in adding meaning to the environment 

through the projects they oversee. Landscape theory is important in determining 

how to better manipulate the built environment. In those places of cultural or 

personal significance, the metaphors and messages iniaid into the built fabric are 

more communicative if they are strong and meaningfill to people. 

The reasons for fitting this process of change into landscape theory is to 

be in better tune with the landscape itself. Examples of this need for connection 

with the perceptual environment are many. Explainhg these connections to the 



nature is in the tradition of architecturai theory as dernonstrated by this quotation 

by Anthony Lawior. in The 'ïemde in the House. 

Our indusmiai, materiaiistic view of architecture and nanue is 

fiagmented becme we rs, to jkeeze the jluid actions of the 

environment in discrete >ames. We attempt to stop the srream of 

living. Buildings routineiy ignore the constant fluctuations in climate 

that swround them They maintain constmt levels of temperature and 

illuminorion by using poiluting systems for heating. cooling. and 

lighting. Cut ogfiorn the local nuances of weather and terrain, th& 

approach separates human Ife fiom rhe harmoniour processes of 

nature. (Lawlor 1 995,204) 

He tries to show that architecture does not need to be this way; that it 

can be in harmony with the natural systerns of our world. A separation 

h m  the flows. cycles and processes of nature. the human body and the 

mind is not an e ~ c h i n g  experience. People need more h m  the 

environments that they live in everyday. Maybe the consideration of 

weathering evokes different feelings in each person. but it does serve as 

a reminder of natural processes. It rerninds a person about the mortality 

of al1 things in the cycle of life. 

Weathering fits into a theoreticai approach to landscape 

architecture in two ways. One iî the identification of p c e h l  

weathering and how this adds to the ichness of the perceptual 

environment. As such. it is a possible means of expression in a 

communicative design that incorporates impressions. atmosphere and metaphor 

to appeai to anyone experiencing a place. It also follows that the expression 

may cornmunicate an appreciation and understanding of flexibility. This second 

theoretical appmach to Iandscape architecture a f f h s  a know ledge and 

incorporation of natural process and ephemerality into designs. 

Gmceful Weauiering 

Focusing on the gentle, gracefui effects of w e a t h e ~ g  c m  help to 

reved their aesthetic merit. This, in turn cm inform the designer on a wide 

range of decision-making processes in design. An appreciation for weathering 

can aid in the choice of materials for a project. It can aiso influence the choice 

of fonns and the nature of their exposure to the forces of change that are the 

agents of weathering, By including an understanding of weathering in the 



design process, a meaningfùi design that expresses notions of ecology and 

change can be achieved. 

Weathering can be a visuaily appealing and mentally stimulating part 

of the landscape if the materials accept, and are graced by, this procgss of 

change. What makes one materid better than another for its weathering 

characteristics? E.B. White (1967) offers an expianation in his study of the 

appearance of buildings in London. 

Ir is a well known, if inexplicable facr rhat rhe eye will rolerate 

'imperfections' in rhe suflace of certain materiais and nor in others. ln 

many M-wrought  things (of which old timber beams. old rnasons, of 

Stone or brickwork riled slared or srone roofs are famiIiar). 

irregularities of shape. color und texture are part of rhe beauty rhese 

materials haù initially and developed srill firrther with tirne. Nor so 

with materials which huve rhin. applied finishes and which are. or 

appear ru be. machine-made. (White 1967.2) 

The fact that sorne materials seem to accept the 'finish' applied by weathering 

seems to be a function of a materiai's inherent structure or its origin as 

associateci to human consmiction. He goes on to explain that the 

materials that have a consistent composition h u g h o u t  its form can 

toierate weathering in an elegant fashion. A specific example is the 

weathering of brick. Bricks can acquire a patina of accumufations or 

Wear and still have a formai qualities or general surface appearance. 

With this example in mind, the design of landscapes should allow for 

such inevitable changes to the qualities of a materiai. Ln order to 

exploit the patinization of objets and spaces a degree of control must 

be relinquished. One way of letting go of the eventual character of a changeable 

landscape is to deny the desire for the uuattainable ideal goal of a '&ni 

product'. Ai1 landscapes are in the process of change, fiom the moment they are 

beginning construction to many years after use. A landscape is never static, 

never 'completed'. It is aiways susceptible to transformation. 

How does one begin to mediate between this desire for an ideal product 

and the reality of indeterminate results of change? By designing places, 

landscape architects attempt to bring a conception into the world of reality, so it 

can be seen, felt, and experienced by others. This landscape that begins as an 

image has a certain shape, form and size. To bring it into the world. it must be 

created h m  materials already k i n g  experienced and felt. In between the stage 

of the welI considered idea and the final product a complex series of 



circumstances can occur to create a gap between the intended product and the 

d finished constnict- There are also forces that affect change after the final 

acts of construction. There is an inevitable condition of indeterminacy and 

chance in even the most strictly planued constructions. E3etter understanding of 

the possibiîity of change cm greatiy aid in the e v e n d  construction of a 

landscape project by k i n g  forewamed. Taking the appropriate measures to 

account for such processes as weathering cm not only moderate any undesired 

effects. but it may also lead to clever manipulations of those resuits of 

weathenng. If change has not k e n  fuily considered, the original idea behind the 

design is lost and the product will not be what was intended. 

The phrase 'graceful weathering' implies a judgement on the part of the 

observer. Generally, as long as the objects and spaces rnaintain an integrity of 

form and fùnction, any weathering cm still within the patameters of what is 

perceived as acceptable. This means the gentte effects of weaihering such as 

worn edges and mild discoloration of surfaces. Harsh or violent manifestations 

of weathering can be distressing. These include destruction of form and toss of 

the visuai integrity of and object's function. Thus, it is important for the 

designer to reflect on the possible perceptions that may take place in a given 

context. For example, the analysis of the stakeholders of the cemetecy revealed 

a dilemma of perceptions based on the desires and beliefs of two different 

groups. As such, the perceptions of weathered materials were different 

depending on the group to which the observer roughly belongs. 

Being Flexible 

Being flexible in the design process means planning for and accepting 

change in the landscape. An understanding of weathering applied to the choice 

of materials that wiIl change allows the opporrunities for expression in form and 

place. By revealing the nature of some materials, both the ephernerai qudities 

and the durable qualities of an object may express ideas to the person who 

experiences the piace. The ephemerai qualities are congruent with the notions 

of ruin that have k e n  discussed in this study. Meanwfiile, the notion of the 

monument is congruent with the issue of durability. Both are opposing ideas. 

yet they are aiways part of the same landscape- W e a t h e ~ g  changes these 

iandscapes on the side of the ephemerai, e d i n g  durability. 

Ephemeraiity is a contemporary issue in landscape architectural 

discourse. The pace of change in our environment and society seems to be 

quickening. Dunham-Jones (1 997) invesiigates the changing cultural landscape 



of our pst-industrial world. She fin& an architecture no longer suited to a 

mobile economy. As finances and workers move about more easily than ever 

before. the durable piaces we create are jeopardized with obsolescence. The 

places lack the flexibility to adapt to the over-riding economic cycles moving 

peopIe and money h m  one place to another. It is an era of ternporary contracts 

executed in a permanently fixed built environment. The dilemma that conhnts  

the easy reaction to change is the great life-span of naturai and built areas that 

change by a different clock. As people move, or land is soid. a landsape is 

incapable of easy turn-over or reconstruction. It must develop in its own tirne or 

risk losing its critical mass and diversity. Here lies the difierence between a 

built environment for human needs and a built environment that includes both 

human and the other biota. Landscapes cannot be treated Iike buildings. The 

architecture has more at stake in the landscape. Natural, biotic. dimatic 

processes determine the time frame of change, not fickle human preference or 

economic whim. 

We need to wrestle with the question of how CVChitecture-traditionafIy 

conceived of as an enduring artifat-might better respond to the 

culture of the temporary connact. (Dunham-Jones 1997. I i ) 

We have taken for granteci the durability of the things we build and the 

spaces we constmct. We have assumed that the permanence of a landscape has 

k e n  a desirable goal. Our designs are built and it is assumed that this is the 

way they will remain over time. Due consideration is usually not given to 

epherneraiity. The changeable nature of a designed landscape has not k e n  

assumed in the 'final' design. What emerges from our pst-industrial status, as 

described by Ellen Dunham-Jones. is a need for designs which respond to 

ephemerality and change. respond to different user-needs as they arise and then 

disappear. Design will have a life-span or an adaptability. M e r  ail, according 

to Dunham Jones, "life-cycles are squeezing down." (Dunham-Jones 1997,9) 

How does the issue of ephernedity affect the design and planning of 

cemeteries? One c m  imagine a funire for any cemetery when there are no more 

burials and the bereaved have past many generaîions h m  the lm interred 

corpse. Only the bystanders remain to appreciate the place. There is a marked 

shift in perspective when this occurs. ï h e  perceptions of such processes as 

weathering are more acceptable, as noted in the earlier anaiysis of cemetenes. 

Highgate Cemetery in London is one such place. The cernetery no longer bas 

burial services and is now a tourist destination above al1 other functions. It has 

becorne a ruin. It will be viewed as we now view the other burial places of the 



distant past such as North American native burial sites or the Egyptian funerary 

pyrarnids and temples. 

Memwhile, there are more than the practicd maintenance 

benefits of accepting weathe~g.  Expression of abstract ideas or 

narrative can be a beneficiai resuit of the actions of weathering. The 

use of weathering as means of expression is reliant on the ability of the 

product to communicate to other's perceptions. such as  the bystander. 

Understanding both perception and theories of materiality will lead to a 

better ability to design with symbolic expression and abstract messages. 

Landscape architects are mindfiil of this ability and often use this 

understanding to make designs communicate in Iess direct or tangible 

ways. The artistry of design communicates on the different levels of 

perception. An example that follows the topic of weathering is 

Emscher Park in Duisburg, Gennany. Here, the expression is 

demonstrateci by an absttact dialogue between the old and new forms of its 

landscape, the old and new functions and materials of the park. Ever 

increasingl y. people are considering different landscapes for recreation. They 

are opening up h m  the traditiod notions of gardens and parks in the 

Romantic, pastoral styles. This project is a reclaimed industrial area turned into 

a park. It is a prime example of the use of decayed built fabric for new 

purposes without the stigrna of past perceptions of weathering. The park uses 

the derelict i n d d d  character to its best advantage. to create a new experience 

that is appeaiing in a recreation setting. The central goal was to adapt 

the old structures into the new applications of the park. to reuse the 

material in new ways. As Michael Spens wites in Landscape 

Transformed, "there is a clearly evident dialogue between decay and the 

intentionai demolition of old industrial substance, which fom the basis 

of this project."(Spens 1996, 55) In a sense, they are borrowing h m  

the pst. There is the appeal of climbing over the masses of concrete 

and metai, adventure in the industriai ruins. This example of 

contemporary landscape architectural attempts to integrate with older 

built fabric, mci also to reclairn derelict sites. It was realized that there 

was some appeal to this industriai landscape-a minous qdity 

generated by the derelict machinery and hulking stnicmres which are 

silenced and benign. 

Regardles of the context, weathering, in al1 its actions and 

manifestations is a process that cannot be denied. At the very least it shodd be 



understood and harmonized with the designed landscape. At best. it can fonn an 

integral element of the design. displaying a fui1 complement of material 

character and symbolic m h g .  Since it is a part of our world, landscape 

architeas shouid make an effort to undersiand how they can let go of the final 

product's fhishing, without Ietting go the original intention or the power of the 

place that is created. This is another dilemma the planning for serendipity. Just 

like the pianneci bVandom'' patterns of the wooden ties of the lgualada cemetery 

paving, the planning of chance is an oxymoron. However. it is not an 

impossibility. By designing a flexibile strategy. as opposed to a inflexible 

concretization, the designer can make opportunity for change to occur. even if 

the nature of that change is not predicted. 

If a designer understands weathering as a complex system of physical 

behavior and forces, he/she mus  abandon the deterministic approach to 

controlling the totai outcorne of a coastructed Iandscape. The design does not 

only have to accept weathering, it can aiso exploit it. It can be used to express 

any number of ideas. emotions or metaphors. The sorrowfitl form of rusting 

metal can look like tears or blood ninning d o m  a surface. The wom corners of 

stones and bricks can display age and sedement within the v i d  k o n y  of a 

place. Ail the expressions previously describeci are possible if the process of 

weathering is accounted in an informed design process. choosing and 

positioning materials in interesting and knowledgeable ways. Even if the 

w e a t h e ~ g  is not included explicitly as a design parameter, the allowance for its 

wearing effects can eventually change a space so that it gracefully merges with 

i ts  surrounding landscape. taking on the adjacent characteristics that the Iocal 

climate has already affected. Landscapes are not things to build once and then 

ignore. There are processes always in play, changing character and form. A 

tandscape design should be a flexible strategy focused around the installed 

features of any construction. a plan for pst-constniction maintenance. additions. 

subtractions and transformations to suite those changes. 

Dimction ibr Future Study 

Understanding the process of weathering, its manifestations and the 

perceptions of humans in various contezsts can lead to bener design of iandscape 

features. Theories of landscape architectural practice should respond to the 

previous insights. Based on our perception of the world, people are sensual 

beings. The matenal and d qdities of our designed features should speak to 

the perceptual king within each of person- in addition, it should respond to the 



inevitable forces of environment, climate and tirne. As James Corner says about 

these theoretical exercises, "we look to theory to provide a foundation, a shared 

basis and purpose for the practice and performance of the discipline" (Comer, 

61). By providing structure and principles for the design activities of landscape 

architects, these theories guide the ultimate construction of our built 

environrnents 

How can one better understand and in tepte  the seemingly infinite 

variety of manifestations of weathering into the design our environments? 

Catherine Howett rnakes the point of how our designs should impact the world 

and how landscape architects shouid shape new designs. 

The Domain ofaesthetics mu t  corne to be seen as coextensive with the 

ecosphere. rather than narrowed to its traditional applications in art 

criticism. so that aesthetic values may no longer be isoluted fiom 

ecological ones. Thus every work of landscape architecture. whatever 

its scale, ought first of dl to be responsive to the whole range of 

interactive systems-soifs and geology. climate and hydrology, 

vegetation and wildlife, and the human community-that corne inIo play 

on a given sire and will be aficted by irs design. In the memure thar 

rhe forms ofthe designed landscape arrfilly express and celebrate that 

responsiveness. rheir beauty will be discovered ( Howett 1 987, 7) 

Here is the case for the appreciation of the cornplexity of the aesthetics of 

weathering. Howen ties the three issues of ecology, signs and perception into a 

combined theory of landscape form. There is an opportunity (and necessity) to 

formulate a sound theory of landscape expression which includes the 

appreciation of weather as a manifestation and a process. Further critical 

discussion can inform the public about the beauty and ments of weathering as a 

physicd process and possible source of expression and character in our buiIt 

environment. 

Concurtentiy, there remains a need to tiilly document existing 

landscape designs that demonstrate the expressive use of the process of 

weaihering, to reveal natural processes or simply generate visual aesthetic 

efTects. interviews with the designers could reveal more philosophies and 

theories about designing with naturai processes Iike weathering in rnind. Such a 

study wouid ed~cate other designers on specific issues of the inclusion of 

weathering in the design pmess. 



Final Commenfs 

Fim as a curiosity and then as inquiry, the search for an understanding 

of the perception of w e a t h e ~ g  in landxape architecture has led to the 

developrnent of these insights. The goal of this study was to discover the rnerits 

of weathering in the landscape by investigating the process as a wtiole. as a 

theoreticai element of the worId and as a perceptuai quaiity. A divenity of 

sensual and expressive qualities was discovered. The manifestations of 

weathering were found to have spbol ic  and narrative qdities. to change 

environments into places nch in meaning and possible interpretations. The 

result of the investigation was a set of insights that suggest a design process that 

includes weathering. The insights about graceful weathering and flexible 

design can create landscapes harmonious with naturaI processes while 

still maintaining an integnty of fùnction and form. These places may 

be congruent with the forces of weathering while remaining accessible 

to the human users. The perceptions of weathering sumund us. They 

leave us with impressions. For me, they pnivoked thought reflection 

on the building and design that landscape architects do in the 

environment- W e a t h e ~ g  can be a valuable, explicit part of this 

process of design. 

The expression designed into the landscapes that we build is 

an important part of our relationship with the built environment. It is a 

means of communication or provocation. transmitting stimuli to the 

observers of the landscape. As content to the communication, the 

natural processes of the world should be represented in the intended messages. 

Weathering is one range of n a d  processes in the landscape. It only follows 

that the expression of w e a t h e ~ g  is an important aspect of our built environment 

and a ckue to the passage of t h e  and change in the world. It can express honest 

materiai transformation, revealing change literally to the observer. It can 

provoke thought or discussion on how we view such changes. 
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